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* TOITAT NOTE

This volume was written by and for engineers and scientists who are

concerned with the analysis and synthesis of piloted aircraft flight

control systems. The Bureau of Aeronautics undertook the spqnsorship of

this project when it became apparent that many significant advances were

being made in this extremely technical field and that the presentation

and dissemination of information concerning such advances would be of

benefit to the Services, to the airframe companiesp and to the individ-

* 0 uals concerned.

A contract for collecting, codifying, and presenting this scattered.

material was awarded to Northrop Aircraft, Inc., and the present basic

volume represents the results of these efforts.

The need for such a volume as this is obvious to those working in

the field. It is equally apparent that the rapid changes and refine-

mento in the techniques used make it essential that new material be

- added as it becomes available. The best way of maintaining and improving

the usefulness of this volume is therefore by frequent revisions to keep

it as complete and as up-to-date as possible.

For these reasons, the Bureau of Aeronautics solicits suggestions

for revisions and additions from those who make ube of the volume. In

some cases, these suggestions might be simply that the wording of a

paragraph be changed for clarification; in other cases, whole sections

£J outlining new techniques might be submitted.

t0
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Each suggestion will be acknowledged and will receive careful study.

For those which are approved, revision pages will be prepared and dis-

tributed. Each of these will contain notations as necessary- to give full.

credit to the person and organization responsible.

This cooperation on the part of the readers of this volune is -vital.

Suggestions forwarded to the Chief,, Bureau of Aeronautics (Attention

AE-61),' Washington 24, D. Cwill. bemoot, welcome.
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S+PREFACE

This volume, "Automatic Flight Control Systems for Piloted Aircraft,"

is the sixth in a series written under BuAer Contract NOas 51-514 (c) on

the general subject of the analysis and synthesis of piloted aircraft

.9 flight control systema.. The preceding five volumes are listed belfw.

, + '.%-BuAer Re~ort

A.-61-4 I Methods of Analysis and Synthesis of
Piloted Aircraft Flight Control Systems'

A A-61-4 II Dynamics of the Airframe

AE-61-4 III The Human Pilot

A-61-4 IV The Hydraulic System

., AE-61-4 V The Artificial Feel System

Volunes I through IV of the above list are concerned with methods

of conetructing and manipulating mathematical models of the various

oomponents of automatic flight control systems. The methods used are

based on the transfer function concept. Volume I deals with general

techniques which are applicable to any problem in servomechanisms or

automatic control. Volume II is concerned specifically with the airframe

and was written to provide the flight control designer with the basic

knowledge of rigid body airframe dynamics bearing directly on aircraft

control system design. The characteristics of the human pilot which are

Important to the design of flight control systems are cover d in Volume

III, and transfer functions are presented for those human pilot character-

istics; for which such representation is realistic. athematical models

4
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of typical aircraft hydraulic surface control systems are developed in Volume W.

I Volume V is the first 1A the series to be devoted to design methods,; it presentes'

the fundamental concepts runderlying the design of the artificial feel system.

Like Volume V, the present volume (Volume VI) is devoted primarily to de-

sign. Its purpose is to present methods for designing automatic flight control

systems. A large portion of the volume is based on actual experience at Northrop

Aircraft, Inc., particularly Chapters III and IV which deal specifically with

design procedures. Section 3 of Chapter III traces the actual design oft

stability augmenter which is currently in operational use.

This volume is written for the college graduate who has had some training

in systems engineering. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the

material covered in the other five volumes. However, where necessary, certain

aspects of the material previously presented are reviewed.

The history of the developLent of automatic air, raft control is briefly

described in Chapter I, along with a discussion of the general functions 'per-

fored by present day automatic flight control systems. The basic components

of automatic flight control systems are described in Chapter II, and where

possible, their transfer functions are derived. In Chapter III, a design pro-

codure is recamended and its use is illustrated by an exmple. The mnual

is concluded with Chapter IV, in which the systems engineering, oncept is dis-

cussed along with same other useful design considerations,

Jc iv
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CHAPTER I

PAST AND PRESENT
AUTCKATIC. FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS

SECTION 1 -HISTORY

The firot formal records of an attempt to control an aircraft

~~~automatically are those describing the early work of Elmer Sperr., . ,

His first attempts were made in 1910, only seven years after the

Wright brothers t first flight. Mr. Sperryts original device was
Scalled a "gyr stabilizer and its function was to keep the airplane

in level flight. It consisted of a large rotor with its spin axis

aligned with the yaw axis of the airplane. The rotor was driven by

a belt from the engine. Mr. Sperry felt that the rotor. which was

attached rigidly to the airframe, would resist unwanted rolling and

pitching tendencies. This device was never flown, however.

During the two years following 1910 Sperry designed and built a

gyro stabilizer which contained the basic elements that were used in

all autopilots for the following thirty years. The gyro stabilizer

of 1912 used gyros only to establish a substantially horizontal plane

in the airplane and to generate signals to operate servos driving the

ailerons and elevator. Provision was made for the pilot to give flight

coomands by using his controls to introduce signals between the servos

and the geometrical references provided by the gyros. The first flight

of the gyro stabilizer was made in 1912, and additional development work

was carried out in 1913., In 1914, Mr. Sperry's son Lawrence won a c

('2
I-1,
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safety prize of 50,000 francs offered by the Aero Club of France for the most

stable airplane. The winning demonstration, which took place in Paris, con-

sisted of a low altitude flight down the Seine in a Curtiss flying boat with

the aro stabilizer installed. As the airplane approached the judges* stand,

the French mechanic climbed out on the wing while Sperry stood up in the cock-

pit and raised 'his hands above his head.

Sperryts objective in developing the gyro stabilizer was to provide an

accessory which would make the airplane a more practical device. This was con-

sidered necessary for the early airplanes because their stability was so marginal

that it was only with extreme and continuous alertness that the human pilot was

able to keep them in the air. However, during the war years of 1915 to 1920.,

&-great deal was learned about building inherent stability into the airframe.

For this reason the autopilot was no longer needed to provide stability, since

the hIman pilot could provide adequate control. This condition existed through

World War II.
0

However, by the late 19201s airplane performance had improved to the point

where the duration of flight and range were so great that pilot fatigue became

an element for consideration. The usefulness of the autopilot in providin4

pilot relief during long hours of flight was first demonstrated publiclt by

Wiley Post in his solo flight around the world in 1933. In this flight, Post

used the prototype of an autopilot manufactured by the Sperry Gyroscope Company.

The use of the autopilot for this flight attracted a considerable amount of

publicity at a time when the qmercial airlines were beginning their rapid

expansion because it was in this same year that the United States Commerce 'O K ]
1-2
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Department gave the airlines permission to fly passengers under instrment

conditions. In the following year (1934), the first commercial airline
1. installation of an autopilot was made in the Boeing 247. Between 193 4

and 1940 the autopilot was widely used in both commercial and military

aircraft.

Prior to World War II, most of the autopilots were early versions of

the Sperry autopilot. Their primary function was to hold the airplane

"still" while the human pilot performed other duties. Physically they

j- consisted of air-driven gyros with the gyro gimbals operating air valves.

The resulting air signal was used to operate the pilot valve on a hydraulic

cylinder which in turn applied torque to the control surface. A schematic

() diagram of the elevator channel of the Sperry autopilot of 1936 is shown

in Figure I-1.

The first all-electric autopilots. were developed in 1941 and one ver-

sion was used in many of the bombing type airplanes of this era in combina-

tion with the Norden bombsight to provide automatic control of the airplane

during bombing runs. This combination was used very successfully throughout

World War Ii. With the exception of the bobsight tie-in, the autopilot

was still essentially a pilot relief device, although coordinated turns

could be accomplished by means of a single knobj, and a miniatatre "formation

stick" was provided to 'allow easier maneuvering. Heading reference was

obtained from a free gyro which necessitated frequent resetting to, empensate

for aro drift. Manual synhronisation of the aro pickoffi

1-3
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was required prior to engagement, and autopilot parameter adjustment

knobs were available to the pilot in the cockpit. In fact, the number

of adjustments which the human pilot was required to make to insure

proper flight control constituted one of the major disadvantikes of

,&autopilots of' this eira,
0b

The first autopilot to provide autamatic synchronization of the

signal pickoffs was produced in 1943. This same autopilot was also

the first to provide a magnetic heading reference. The altitude control

function was added in the following year, and automatic landing approach

equipent was used successfully in the late 1940ts. With the exception

of the refinement of components, the basic relief autopilot of today

uses essentially the same mechanization as those of the 1940ts.

SETIO .2 - AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEKS OF TODAY

As mentioned in the previous section, automatic control was con-

sidered useful on the very early airplanes because of their poor stability.,

However, much was learned about designing inherently stable airframes

during World War I so that autopilots were no longer needid' t iprove

stability. This situation existed throughout World War II.

The war emergency brought about a tremendous increase in military

airplane design effort which resulted in airplanes with greatly improved:

speed and altitude capabilities. This trend has continued since the war

and has been greatly accelerated throuh the use of jet p wolin. The

1-5.
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tremendous increase in airplane performance since 1940 has been accompanied by

a continual increase in control -surface hinge moment requirents and a con-

control stick forces which accompanied the increased surface hinige, moments

constited of such aerodynamic devices as aerodynamic surface balance, servo

Iiitabs spin tasec sarrftsed otne o nrae oee,

the zontrol surfaces. Early versions of hydraulic boost systeums aided the

pilot by providing only a portion of the required hinge moment. However, as

the dynamic pressures encountered in flight continued to increase and control

surface centers of pressure moved aft dure to the effects of supersonic flow,,

it was found necessary to increase the portion of the I hinge moment supplied

by the hydraulic boost system, and most present transonic airplanes require

that 100 percent of the surface hinge moment be supplied by theahydraulic sys-

ten. The pilot in such systems merely provides the function of positioning

thecontrol surface through the hydraulic system. However, since pilots have

been trained to fly by the physical association of control force with airframe

response, the introduction of artificial force producing devices ha , become

/

necessary for such systems. Two of the volues in this series have been de-

voted to the problems created by the increased surface binge moment; Voline

IV covers the design of bydraulic surface actuating systems and Volue V the

: .

dsracgn tr ofpesr ovdatdet the artifects fee suprsoicflo,
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iAs in the case of the increased surface hinge moment, the reduced

airframe stability was handled successfully duringWorld War II by aero-

dynamic means, but by the late 1940ts it was found that aerodynamic

methods were no longer adequate for those airplanes whose maximum speeds

were approaching the velocity of sound. The reduction in airframe in-,

herent stability which has accompanied the improved performance stems

from several sources. Among these are:

(a) increased speed resulting in wider variation of aerodynamic
characteristics

(b) increased altitude

(c) smaller wings - higher wing loading

(d) reduced effective aspect'ratios and redistribution' of airplane
" weight components increasing the importance of inertia

factors , ...

(e) pxriations of the aerodynamic parameters in the transonic
range

(f) increase in flexibility of airplane structure.

The deterioration in airplane stability which has accompanied the

above changes is manifested by an increase in the airframe natural fre-

quencies, a decrease in airframe damping and deterioration of airframe

static stability. This trend has continued to the present and there is'

no indication that future airframe designs will sh an improvemet,

II'7
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One of the several modes of airframe motion which have been affected by

the deterioration in stability is the so called dutch roil oscillation which

is characterized by a combined rolling, yawing, and sideslipping motion. Al-

though the dutch roll damping ia almost always positive, it is often so low

that continuous oscillations occur in flight due to frequent -excitation by

,gusts aid control inputs. Continuous dutch roll is not only uncomfortable

to both the pilot and crew, but is in the case of a military airplane an im-

pediment to the accomplisbuent of its mission. Tactical military airplanes

must be capable of flying a snooth flight path for gunnery or rocket firing,

bombing or photography. It is therefore necessary that any erratic airframe

motion that cannot be controlled by the pilot be controlled by some other

method. The only presently known method of accomplishing the desired stabiliza-

tion on cqntemporary airplanes is by means of automatic control.

Automatic control devices for improving airframe stability have been

labelled variously in the past as stabilizers, dampers, autopilote and sta-

bility aupmenters. The latter term will be used throughout this report.

Stability augmenters operate almost universally by sensing one or more of

the airframe motions and then moving a control surface to oppose the air-

frame motion. This can best be visualized by reference to Figure 1-2,

which shows the block diagram of a yaw stability augnenter. Such a device

serves the purpose of increasing the damping of the airframe dutch rql

mode of oscillation. In practice, the rate of, yaw is sensed by the rate

14s
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gyro. The rate gyro output signial then consists of a -oJ.tage proportional

to the rate of yaw. This signal'is amplified and shifted in phase as no-

cassary by the control unit., and the resulting signal is used to oerate
the servo actuator. .The servo actuator, in turn produces rudder motion

proportional to the control uiouptigaanphsed to oppose the

rate of yaw.

C Stoblitq~Tqminto

inpu Surat udet P Rf ae qrOT0

The fucto fuf 4e b Ih stbty aq t of Figre - iso

ofauomti figt Sonro ystros are:
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(A) Pilot fatigue relief2

(b) Maneuvering. coptrol.

(a) Automatic navigation

(d) :Automatic. tracldng

le) Automatic take off, and landing

6Before concluding this chapter, one additional comnent should 1ie inad*

'Through years of us'ae, the team *automatic pilot" has to a great many pole,

implied a device which performs only the function listed as item (a) abovo1 ,

This definition applies quite well to most of the automatic control devices f
discussed in ,Section 1 of this chapter. As discussed above, however, preue,.1t

day automatic flight control systems perform many functions in additi~n to

pilot fatigue relief. For this reason, the term 'iiutopilot" hos. been use&.C f
quite-spar'ingly in the discussions which follow.

I-10



CHAPTER Il

-CCKPONENTS OF AUTO*(ATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTM4$

SECTION 1 -INTRODUCTION

In Chapter I. only a general discussion of automatic flight control

systems was given and no attempt was made to give specific detailA about

any particular' system or component. This chapter presents a, somewhat -de-

tailed discussion of the components that are coauonJly used in autoatic

flight contr'ol systems. The components to be discus'sed are shown in -the

block diagram of Figure II-i. Most systems contain e~~plssof all 'the

blocks shown in, the diagram.

C

Fl-qure C% 1 Genric 3Block Daoqram of (in +Elutmatic"-
Tqb Control sstim
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Section 2'

The components shown in the figure will be discussed in the following order:

i " 1. Airframe 4. Sensors
, 2. Human Pilot 5. Controllers
" 3, Surface Control Systems 6, Actuators.:

"! ". SETION 2 - THE AIRFRAMER

The problem of designing an automatic flight control system rofolves

itself into that of building a mechani.. ctpable of controlling the motions of

an airframe. This procedure is greatly facilitated when the motions of the

airframe' are represented by a mathematical model. The equations which rep-

resent the mathematical model of the airframe can be derived by equating the-

• , aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the airframe to the craft reactions

according to Newton ts laws. Since the airframe has six degrees of freedom in . -

space, six nonlinear simultaneous differential equations are required to pro- (
vide complete representation of airframe motion. Three additional equations
are required to describe the airframe orientation with respect to the earth.

In this section, these nine equations are presented and their application is

discussed.

It has ben customary in the past, when studying airframe dynamics, to

assume that the airframe motion consists of small perturbations about some

steady flight condition. This assumption permits considerable simplification

of the airframe equations of motion. As a result of this simplification, the

six nonlinear differential equations reduce to two independent sets of three '

linear simultaneous differential equations. These equations have been called

tite "airframe perturbation equations." The simplification provided by the

above assmuption greatly facilitates the manipulation of the airframe

11-2
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Section 2

mathematical model because the resulting equations are linear and there-

fore subject to the many powerful analytical techniques involving the use4 of transfer functions. In addition, relatively simple equipment can be

used for analog computer studies.

These equations are used very extensively when studying airframe

dynamics in conjunction with the design of automatic flight control equip-

ment, and the bulk of the material contained in this urnAiiis base onr v

the zaSe of the airframe perturbation equations.

Comparison of analog computer results, obtained using the perturba-

tion equations, with flight test results has often verified the accuracy

of such representation, especially when the airframe disturbances from

the ste4 dy flight condition are relatively small. However, when study-

ing the dynamics of an airframe during maneuvers involving large changes

in airframe attitude, it may be necessary to utilize the complete six

degree of freedom equations, especially for those airframe configurations

which exhibit strong inertial coupling between longitudinal, and lateral

modes of motion. This characteristic is becoming increasingly important,

* in view of present airframe design trends toward shorter wings, thus'

concentrating the airframe mass near.the fuselage, In the airframe equa-

tions of motion, this trend causes the inertia coupling parameter*

- 'X to become larger. This parameter approaches unity for

configurations having low inertia in roll relative to pitch and yaw.

For fighters of World War II, this parameter was of the order of 0.3 to 0.4.*

*See Equations (11-13).
*NOrdway B. Gates, Jr., Joseph Weil, and C.H. Voodling, "Vffect of Autematic
Stabili-ation on Sideslip and Angle of Attack Disturbance in Rolling Maneuvers,,*
NACA L55E25b, 1955. (Confidential)

ii xII-3
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Section .2 N

In the initial stages of design of an aircraft control system, the airframe

may be considered an alterable element. Airframe parameters such as control sur-

face effectiveness and tail size as well as requirements for split or separate

surfaces for automatic control may be influenced by control system objectives

and requirements during the preliminary design stage. Studies for establishing

those airframe characteristics which are influenced by the automatic control

system can be made on the analog computer utilizing the airframe equations of

• motion and equations reprssenting some portion of the control system, such as

a stability augmenter. However, many design parameters affecting the airframe

performance are fixed by considerations other than control, such as landing

speed and madmum weight. In addition, because of production requirements for

lead time, the final airframe exterior configurations must be completely

established very early relative to other components of the control system.

These considerations make it necessary to regard the airframe as an unalter-

able element very early in the design stage. For the purpose of convenience

in the discussion that follows, it will be assumed that initial studies have

been campleted, and the airframe will be considered an unalterable element.

(a) THE CONPIT AIRFRAME EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The form of the airframe equations of motion depend somewhat on the
axis system along and about which the force and moment equations are written.

Many systems are in common use and convenience usually dictates the form which
i is best for a particular application. Table I lists the axis systems which

are commonly used. All of those listed are right hand orthogonal systems with

* the origin at the airframe center of gravity, the.z axis in the plane of .uetry

and positive downwardD the x axis positive foiward, and the y:..axis positive to

the right.

n4



j IUdetion 21

system ,, _Description-

Stability Axes The x axis is in the plane of symmetry, aligned with the
t iprojection of the relative wind in the plane of synmetry

for the steady flight oondition. The y axis is perpendi-
cular to the plane of synsetry" Axes remain fixed to the
airframe, in this position throughout any subsequento
maneuver.

Principal Axes These are the same as stability axes except that the x' | axis is ali ned with the airfre principal aie.

Body Axes These are the same as principal axes and stability axes

except that the. x axis is aligned with aome convenient
longitudinal reference line, such as the fuseage re-
ference line or wing cord line.

'Kind Axes The x axis is always aligned with the relative wind;
however, the z axis remains in the plane of symmetry.
The y axis is perpendicular to the x and z axes.

ind Stability Axes The x and z axes always remain in the plane of symmetry;
however, the x axis moves in such a way that it is a

o) aligned with the projection of the relative wind in the
plane of symmetry.

Table l-I. Airframe Axis Systems

The first three sets of axes listed in Table fl-I are fixed to the air-

frame. The choice of axis system to be preferred for any given problem

* usually depends upon the form of the available stability derivative data.

Some engineers prefer to use principal axes since the cross product of

inertia is thus olinated; however, stability derivative data ae seld=m

obtained with respect to .this axis system. In the past, most aeCCe

A



Section 2

data have been presented with respect to stability axes, and for this reason,

this axis system has probably been more popular than any other, Present trends,

' especially for the presentation of supersonic aerodynamic data, are toward theL

use of body axes. As indicated in Table I-l, the Z!body axis is usually

aligned with the fuselage reference line. This simplifies the bookkeeping

~K~ s what since ali aerodynamic dataarb referred to a fixed axis system*

In the wind axis system, the lift, drag, and velocity need not be resolved

into components, since the x axis is always parallel to the drag vector and the

z axis is at all tines parallel to the lift. However, the moments and product.

of inertia vary with angles of attack and sideslip. One way of avoiding the

latter complication is to write the force equation along wind axes and the

moment equations about stability axes.* It is Of course necesry 'o relate 0

the two axis systems.

As the name implies, the wind stability axis system is, in some respects,

I a ombination of the stability and wind axis systems. In this case the lift

is always along the z axis, but the drag vector may deviate from the x axis by

the sideslip angler , As in the case of the wind axes, the sments and

products of inertia vary with angle of attack unless the ament equations are

written about axes fixed to the airframe.

Pl/

*J.T. Van Iteter, Dy l Re nse of nteraevtor Airlanes to Turn C ands,
'TACP Report 10, IT, August 1954. - )
11-6
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Sect~ion 2

The derivation which follows is valid for any of the first three

sets of axis systems described in Table II-1 or for any right hand

orthogonal axis system in which the origin is at the airframe cg,

the xz plane is a plane of symetry, the positive x axis lies more

or less along the flight path and the z axis is positive downward.

r ,' Axes attached rigidly to the airframe are chosen over wind axes be-

cause most stability derivative data are presented with reference

i to either stability or body axes and because computer results are

Ssomewhat easier to interpret when angular and linear velocities are

referenced to the same axes.

The complbete 'deivation of the airframe perturbation equations ,+.

KY has been carried out in Reference 9 . In that derivation, the

equations are linearized prior to the expansion of the aerodynamic

forces and moments, and for this reason, the complete equations are

not presented there in a for% suitable for inmediate application.

The early portion of the derivation of Reference 9 9 is, however,.

valid for the derivation of the complete equations. Although this

portion of the procedure is straightforward, it is rather lengthy,

and for this reason will not be repeated here, The steps which are

omitted consist of obtaining expressions for the components of the

linear and angular acceleration of a rigid body. The resulting ex-

pressions are presented as Equations (11-25) of Refermnoe 9 ,

and are given below as Equations (II-1).

II-? ,, 'I
",- * 11"7'
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Section 2

Ei o -I) a

1. The airframeis a rigid body3

2. The earth is assumed to be fixed in space and the earth's atmosphere is

assumed to be fixed with respect to the earth.

3. The mass of the airframe is constant during any dynamic analysis.

4. The xz plane is a plane of symmetry and therefore Z i 0

r In Equations (II-1). the letters C-'P VOW RV/ P(P Q, ndRE

represent total velocities along and about the x, y, and z axes respectively;

~7?is the mass of the airframe; f' , ' and .e are the externally

y 'Y+

applied forces along the x, y, and z axes; and L ,A ,and A/ are theI* externally applied moments. The moments of inertia about the x1 ., and -z axes

+I

.hear th give bys nd o e fIednae and the rthl ofin ertia ise

bys
3. TE as o a



i!.

The externally applied forces and. moments consist ,of a :erOy ::aic-

tationall and thrust forces a&nd )Pnts. d  
l

T h e n- * '

/V-

If the origin of the chosen axis system is at the airframe cg, and if

the thrust line lies in the plane of symetry (is plane), soevral of the

ters in (32-2) are equal to zero.

i9 
0L

Then Equations (11-2) can be reduced to Equations (11-4).

IXr

fX o r r

(2T-



Section 2

Each of the terms on the right side of Equations (1!-4) will now be expanded

in terms which can be utilized to form the oplete airframe equations of

motion.

To express the forces along the x, y, and z axes due to gravity, the two /

angles and (0 are utilizod. These angles are defined in Figue 11-2.

Figue 11,2 also shows the angle -J which is used to. define ainrrame h eadinE,

The angles [ , ,and are called "Euler angles" and are used to

* relate the airframe axes to earth-bound axes. In Figure 11-20 the angle

: is the angle between the airframe y axis and the horizontal plane, measured

in a plane perpendicular to the airframe x axis; the angle ( is measured

vertically between the airframe x axis and the horizontal plane; and the angle

is the angle between an arbitrary reference line in the horizontalo

plane and the projection of the airframe x axis in the horizontal plane,. By

direct resolution from Figure 11-2, the gravity forces along the .airframe axes

are found to be

00

where Ylt is the airframe weight.

n'0' 11-10 **
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The thrust forces and moments are expanded with the aid of Figure 11-3. jOI If the magnitude of the thrust along the thrust line is designated by T

VO,

i 
, t.

ii J .
)

riqure Z 3 Thru~st. 1~eatioosh-ps

the thrust capponents can be written as

II

If it is assued that the thrust is a function of only the variables .

and , (engine rotational velocity)v Equations (11-6) beome

I IIV, [7tll, 7 F J  <' J - "
Xr.r

41- -e.

i' 11-12'
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Section 2

The aerodynamic forces and morents can be 'expressed functionally as

shown in Equation (f.-s).

,, where .- aileron deflection

- elevator deflection

- rudder deflection

. .. = flap deflection

45w speed brake deflection

and the functional notation indicates the force is a function of the in-

dicated variables and their derivatives.

* Before the complete equations are written, however, several simplifi-

cations C!n be made. Since it has been assumed that the xz plane is a

plane of symmetry, all terms which represent the functional relationship

between the longitudinal forces and moments ( X , Z , and ) and the

.1 + lateral variables P and R can be dropped from the equations because

the quantities are not functibnally related. The same condition exists

for those terms which represent the functional relationship between the

lateral forces and moments ( , /,and ' ) and the longitudinal

variable Q . In addition, it is assumed that the flow is quasi-steady.

This assw~ption eliminates all time derivatives arising from acceleration

of the air mass except the '/ term which is retained in the pitching

moment equation to account for the effect of downwash lag. It is further

C!, assumed that the drag caused by J. and 4 is negligible. With these

simplifications, the functional relationships are expressed as:

11-13
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AA.,, , '

19 IA ''' le] 6A (I A<),

Although -athmatically rigorous methods .w.st for separating the variables

of (34-9), the resulting equation. caiot easiy be mechanised ea an analog

computer. This situation eists because the forces and ampt , cannot' i

general be represented as the smt of the foreo 'and.nowers due to, "o of

the variables individually, since the, forge or nmmat due to one variable is

a function of ma of the other variables. For emple, the .1 inmeut due

to ' is afunction of LIamd W . zp~wemeb as a wnbevvrs

that mazy of thespe effects "le mall and that useful results can be obtained

it the fUnstional relationships ohme in, quation (11-9) are sopeated ,as

shoo. in- 2quations (11-10).

.11-1
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i~~4 e, o "

+- 1 66

-' xL()+Z(PC)., (v ., .,( ).

J 4- " + 'W')) u 4- J0),A4(( .V:u

C) 
-, 

4 
L, 

to

In the above equationsu "Wlf of the ro

I--dicate t t tthe r1SOAt +t d t V is a fuotion of L1

MAD vi Data reproenutigg these r'elatiosuahips will uuafl be 'pro.

eated In om~mdamme~mal fern a.s talif of euve, as hm In igure

11-15
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W-4

WWS

.L4

*111

A.1

fFiqure Z 4 Tqi~P~ oo Q lrdjwn

in Figure 11-4.,L )

To simplify the presentation of aerodynamic data, curves such as those

of Figure 11-4 are usually plotted as a function of and c>< rather than

V and Wi Reference to FigureI-5 show thatj and cX are given

by Equation (I11-3.2).

Amore complete discussion of dimensional and nondimensional coefficients is
jgiven in Reference 9.,

11-16
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Figure f1-5 iqIngl ofiElttck and Sideslip

The approxdmations of Equations (11-12) are quite accurate for umaU values

of 4e and oL and are in error by less than 1C% for angles up to- 30

degriee..

Aerodynamic data defining the other toerm in Equations (11-10) would

be presented by curves similar to those of Figure 11-4. It is evident that

for- any particular airframe and flight condition, -the determination of each

j 11-17
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Of tke teons In NqMUSm (11-0) beoomes aa inadividul probime Each tern is0

Invetipt.4 to cietemim bow elaborate its aohsuiuation shwulA' be to po~i

acooprs.JS aouray,

when EuAticias (11-4)o (II-S), (11-7), pan (11.10) axe, onbtuAedwith

Iq~ti~s Il-),the remit isi~

AzXku / e9>1

-4 it,/,

4/ 1'W w
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SBection 2

I ~Since Equations W(13) are aimposed of sigh variables but onl~y six

L equations,, two additional equations are required before a slaultaneous
*solution, can be made. Thes* two additional equzations are needed to relate-

the airrino attitude angles andI 0 to the airframe angular -velocitieg

g and ~? .These equationis, plus the, equation relating the

h~eading angle j to the airframe angular velacttietj am be -wtitten from

an inspeation of Figure 11-2.

kquations (n1-1.3) and W1-14) make up the Comp4lote airframe equations of

Vmotion, and they can be mechanised en an analog cemputer In the fora shown,

it will be noted that the eqations ane nonlinear,, and therefore, nonlinear

ompting elments are required to perfore, function sqltipgication A

function generatien. The equations are valid for anw attitude or oenfigura-

tions fir which aeriadynamic data san be obtained, except for ' ~90

degree., at which attitude the fulor avglsw j* anW are undefined,

as Is evident frum their definitioss and from EiuAtiems (U-.14)0

As mentioned previously, Equations (11-13) aid (11-14) are validI for
azW of the first three sets of axis systass d~tnaed In Tabl 11 I h

dilssusion aco"maINg that tablet it W as ted Usht "NOe'sAqI~ltetimn

11-19
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Section 2 1

is effected if the principul axen are chosen since this eliminates the cross

products of inertia, and thus the toe multiplied bjy ZxeL- in Equations

(11-13) _are eliminated.p Further, since "the fuselage reference line ofteni lie

ver7 close to the principal x vdes the aes product of Inertia is sometimes

negligible for this iud. orientation &Iso However, if stability 4a are

abeam, it will be nesessary tortain . 25  for meet flight conditiens*

For a specific airfranoe, it wil11 be possible to reduce many of the aero-

* dynamic terms in Equations (n13) to the form of the conventional dimensional

stability derivatives* For examples if the tern-)(6) is a linear function

of / AM, does net vary significanty wih WV for the ranges of el' aid K/

anticipated for a specific problent thenx(61&w san be replaced in the equiation

.0 by

FDividing the partial derivative by S ives the senvemtiam3 stability I
derivative, .

Wen. the ceplete equations are applied'to a ijecifis' airframe, it

often be feend that m"w of the zacalinea teaw. are ot -fa IM tpt

'Where'the sor4 subscript indicates the Initial value and the lover moo letter
indicates deyiatiem therefac.

11-20
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Triplett,* h4s found that the terms and ? were'unimportant for

rolling maneuvers involving roll angles up to 100 degrees. Two other

investigators, Sherman and Sternfield,** using equations referenced to

.',i e, axes, found that the terms and Q were negligible,

that the terms PV , , and A' were small but could not be neg-

lected, and that the term PKV was very important for turning maneuvers

* involving roll angles up to 90.degrees and load factors up to 5 g's.

Sherman and Sternfield also found that the nonlinear variations of

A((W) W, , p, and A'p) were important.

Both investigations were concerned with an advanced design interceptor.

Other simplifications can often be made when a specific problem or

.- J maneuver is being investigated. For example, since the airframe heading,,

j does not contribute to the solution of airframe equations, the

Euler equation for need not be mechanized unless the airframe heading

is required for use in a heading controller mechanization or for some

similar purpose. If the maneuver being investigated is primarily rollings,

it may be possible to neglect the Euler angle (9 , or to approximate

. .1N -v6?4W Co's 49 by unity. If only small speed changes 'ure antici-

pated, it is often possible to eliminate the A" fores. equation, thus re-

ducing the problem to five degrees of freedom.

-illi"m C. Triplett, "Considerations Involved in the Design of a Roll Angle
-Computer for a Bank-to-turn Interceptor,0" paper presented at the NACA Con-
ference on Stability and Control of Aircraft, Moffett Field, California,
March 29-30, 1955.

**Windsor L. Sheruan and Leonard Sternfield, "Some Results of a Study Per-
formed on the Typhoon Computer," paper presented at the NACA Conference on
Stability and Control of Aircraft, Moffett Field, California, March 29-30,
1955.
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One nethod for determining the required omplexity for an analog computer

simulation consists of first solving the complete equations on IM( oquipsmnt.6

The equations are than simplified by dropping the nonlinear term.8 "e ternat
ain*,, until the maxdam permissible ro a epitdcd

i I 13 equipment is. not available, the required complexity can stllU be

*detenied for those cases where a specifie maneuver is being investigated for

which flight test, results idte In this case one begins with the perturbation

equations and the nonlinear effects are then added one-at a -tilme until the aW.

-log results ohmv acceptable correlation -with flight test results.

* (b) TOR PzUUATME 1;UATIOK8

'The airfrome perturbation equations can be derived directly from Siquations

* (11-33) and (11-44) by *mn of two additional assmmptions an a ehapg of.

Uribles. The first assmjptien ist

The. distutbancos frem the stooidy flight onhdition are asosed

to be sul3mw~ua that the products and square@sof the changesII

in velocities are negligible in ompariton to the changes

thmmmelves.* Also the 'disturbance angles are asuimed to be munl

enough that the sines" of these angles may 'be sot equal to the

angles and the cosines may be stqaltmity. It is further

&sowed that products of thefse angles are also Sprz~tly,

seon and ean be neglected.

n1-22



Section 2

application of Assumption 6 is simplified if a change of variable is

made. Let each of the total variables of EquAtions (11-13) aM (11,44)

be represented as the sum of the steady, state value and the disturbed

value. Then

(2 4, a. #c,

W))

I +  + .. . .

where the zero sbscript, indicates the ste.dy flight value and ler

cas letters- indicate deviations therefrom.

As a result of the above change of vairiables, a the aerodynamic
quantities in Equations (11-13) can be represented by the am of two

terms, one representing the value of the aerodynamic quantity in the

initial flight condition and-the other team representing the change in

I °

Sthe quantity due to perturbed airframe motion. Since the perturbed

airframe motion is =afl, this quantity can be represented by the "slope

of the aerodynamic quantity at the steady flight condition, multiplied

by theochange in the airframeevariable

11-23
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For emple, the epresion & albesoneo *ro ,

Constant tens suck as can be o1iiinated by seans ofa additinal

Asg ,mgtion 7 in the stead fit7Mi-m.,f.aoole tiono

"s a1 resut of Alluption 7, thele siOlde! of 3 util (11-1) are el ua3.
to no ner th steady flight codndoi. Therefore the aiouel sot theo, .

As--- a eul f slt--in the ight side of Equations (13) art e 0%063,

to on a a e therefore dropped fin the epatinso.

Utilising- Asmuptiens 6 an 7 ai %uatioa (1-n). it is possible to unto

, Equtie.. (12-13) Ai (-14) as.-
1. Vo J; 're,

04A *C0 WW,8 .,#;S O j

00.
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[ I .

Equations (II-18) are quite general and can be used to study the otions
1 1 , - . 1

of an airframe disturbed by a nall amount from sme initial. flight condition.

The initial flight ndition can be any ambination of airfrom agulr and

linear velocities (within the linitations of Assupption 7) and any attitude as

long Ws .t 90 degrees, and as long as the-perturbed velocities ", v..

m i, d, aM "- and the perturbed Vuler angles 9.and 0 are k-pt

Mu. It il be noted that Zquations (11-18) aro liner-

As sshml, Equations (11-18) are mch vore omplicated than usually re-

quired. Most airframe studies using the perturbation equations are not adverse.

ly affected throug the use of an additional asmiptiom.

It is assumed that the initial flight oendition consists of wings- -D

level flight at eonstant altitude and sero sideslip angle. This '

resots o in-*

oy means of Assmption 8, Equtions (31-18) are reduced to these of(II-l?)..

- 6 eFk J;j4- J

14-7
L 0 ,

/'

I /-26
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P00

d7-d

i i e

In Equat ions (II-19), the tr s a - d

'are set equal to zero by the, following reasoning: Since the airf ,,Ane

has been assymed snetrical about thexz plane, the above partial

derivatives are even functions ,and have the general foru shown In Figure.

11-6.

11-27
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-V+-

Fiqure IU.6 Forces and Moments Caused b Sde Velocilq

Since it bas been assumed that V0  , the above partial derivatives are

atd t on the curve of Figure 11-6. In addition it has been

assw-ed that V** is small. It is evident that the partial derivatives of

X , and Al with respect to U are sero at VO

If, in Eqations (ZI-'L9), ters of the form- - M and

are replaced by and L , the notation is sim-

plified. Making this simplification, in addition to setting the partial

derivatives of * , , and, 4 , with respect to L- equal to sero,

results in Equationo (I1-20) And (11-21).

t p
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section 2

It will be noted that Equations (II-20) are functions only of the

variables a , -a, and e and that Equations (11-21) are functions only

of :the variables , V- , , and . Thus, as stated previously,

the perturbation equations can be treated as two independent 'sets of equs-

tions.* Equations (11-20) are commonly referred to as the "longitudinal:

equations" while those of (11-21) are called the "lateral equations.",

Since the longitudinal motions are independent from the lateral.'motions,

they, are treated separately in the remainder of this section.

Table 11-2 sumarizes the basic output and actuating quantities which

can be utilized for airframe 'control.

C The foregoing equations and Table 31-2 have shown the airframe basic (

quantities available for control. However, before any selection of controlled

.variables can be made, it is necessary to consider very carefully the detailed

dynamics of the airframe unalterable element. Therefore, it is necessary to,

discuss the lateral and longitudinal motions of the airframe and the important

airplane stability derivatives (inherent or created) affecting these motions.

This discussion considers the airframe as a series of transfer functions, and

discusses both transient and -frequency responses, arriving ultimately at several

-important conclusions regarding the best output .variables to be used in con-

trolling the various airframe motions.

*It ihould be noted that Equations (11-20) and (11-21) are. independent only
because of Assumption 8.

TI-0• I1-30
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(Basic)
* Output Quantities

Longitudinal Actuatim 0 untis

6forward velocity

yrvertical velocity

pitchig Velocity
qI-elvtrdfeto

4 forward acceleration d~eeao elcin

-4ax vertical aceeainfighter brake de-
0flection.

J c angle of attack ZFJ flpdleto

I~~~ pitcoh angle .. .

Output Qunite
lateral AMuuatn auanes

*6 - side velocity

70 rolling velocity

- yawing velocity

* ay side acceleration alrnefcto

Ya am'sl ailere deflection

* duideslip angle-i

Table =1-Re Basic Airframe Output and
Actuating Quantities



Section 2

'1(c) I.NGITUDDJAL MOTIONS

The discussions of airframe motions in this subsection and in the rema~ider

~ [of the manual are based on the use of stability axes. Due to the application.-

Therefore, for-stability axes,

(2A/ 0

Utilizing Equations (11-22), applying the Laplace trantsfonn, and re-

arranging Eqtations (11-20) so that only actuating terms'appear on the zright

give Equations,(II-23).i

((A7-zo)6(X(;wr4 !> 4a&,o
oe ,ro- I
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The longitudinal transfer functions are obtained from the simul-

taneous solution of Equations (II-23) and are given for elevator

deflections in Equations (II-24). Transfer functions for CZ:e j

and ae presented in Equations (II-25) and, (11-26). Note

that if it is desired to obtain the equivalent equations for di4xe-brake

or flaps inputs, merely replace b te corresponding defection

wherever ,it occurs, including subscripts. Transfer functions for

engine rpm inputs must be obtained separately,. however.

The transfer functions of Equations (11-24), (11-25), and (=-26)

were obtained with the functions and '

set equal to zero. These toerm are neglected,, since experience has

shown that they are usuall.y quite small compared to the other terms

in the equation. A more complete solution of the perturbation equations

which includes the above terms is given in Reference 9.,

II33
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9XA
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E ?e -4

3.-3

I

For a typical case, the factored fomvs of Equations (n1-24)' throvugh

(11-26) are given by Equations (1:1-27)0.
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" I ki 
'

r ta (- 5t)(-

where

The denominator of the transfer functions gives the form of the

characteristic motions of the airfrme--the motions which ultimately may have

' to be changed for effective control. Note that the transfer functions are

written in terms of quadratics, indicating two oscillatory motions with widely

separated roots. An approximate factorization of the complete fourth order.

denominator yields:

*Note that these functions ,are norninimi phase; i.e., they have either poles
or zeros in the right half of the complex plane. The amplitude ratios of such
functions are identical with that of the minima phase equivalent. The phase
angles are, of course, different. This differenopeAs discussed for particular
cases later.

n-60r11_36 ,..
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The omcillation' characterised by and is called the

"short period* motioni it has a fast, usually well-damped, response. the

oscillation ch cter d and has a long poriod, poorly

damped response, and is m as the pkugoid. Since these are approxi-

sate factors, they cam t be-vvei Ap . T are mo accitverll

for those airframe oonfigurations where the natural frequency and daming

of the short period are much larger than the corresponding quantities for

the phugoidv i oAition which almost Always exists. The factors are

useful in obtaining quick estimates of airframe dharateristies, and they

also show the centribution of the dimensional stability derivatives to

the airframe natural frequencies and damping ratios.

Frequency respenses-are sketched in Figures I-7 through fl-U. fir

the lengitudial transfer functions of cquations (11-27). The c eure-s

plotted are typical of a high perfozane jet aireaft at cruising

flight odition.,

113
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Section 2

response oalso indicates than an airspeed controfler could control the'

airfrome at phugoid frequencies but that control of the 'short. period'

b~y this- notbod would require extrmie.y high gain*

Figure 11-8 indicates *that large angle of attack changes take place

duing the short poriod but that very inaf angle of attack variations

' are associated with the phugoid notion* (In fact$ the nmerator term

containing W/~almost oompletely cancels the phupid portion of the

denoinator.) The frequency response curve, shows that an angle of attack

controller can stabillse the short period but that it cannot appreciably'

af fet the phugeid. Fras a practical stmApoiLnt-, however, angle, of

attack ootrollerts are selden used because of t~he difficulty In a..urately

measuring angle of attack.

Figure 32-9 ohoms large pitch angle changes during the p#Wgid mad

fairly large changes during the short period, Clearly,, a pitch controller.

could. very adequately control the phugnid and the short period mtion:,

Figure 17-10 indicates that large vertical accelerations of comparable

magitide ezist at both phugid and short period frequencies,, and also

showso the distidat 'possibility tkat no eqaiaion would be needed in

the ooutrlloe

11-43
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Figure 1I-.l shows that large forward accelerations exist at the phugoid

frequency, and fairly large accelerations at the short period. A forward

acceleration controller might be useful; however, because of the normnnlimum
phase terms, considerable equalization would probably be, necessary~for short~f }

period stabilization.

In sumary, the only controlled output variables capable of being used

with minimum equalization to control both the phugoid and the short period

are pitch angle (or rate) and vertical acceleration. An angle of attack con-

troller would be most useful for controlling the short period, and an airspeed

controller or forward speed controller would be most useful for stabilizing,

the phugoid.

(d) LATERAL MOTIONS

Application of the Laplace transform to Equations (II-wU) and rearranging

so that only actuating terms appear on the right result in Equations (11-29).

gain, it is assumed t

(NIOO) (A/%vra
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The lateral transfer functions can be obtained directly from Equationo

(1I-29). and are given in Equations (WI-30) through (II-33) for aileron

' inputs, Equivalent equations for rudder inputi-smay be obtainied by re-

placing q by where it ocurs.,
+' 'I

I_(4

(.,,. ~1/ ) ' V

(=+.+) . ______,...__,_-,_p.. + +

K hO
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*Section 2

I P

These transfer functions have factored forms and are given for a

typical case in Equations (W1-34) through (nI-37). Equations (;I-38)

gh (11-41) show the factored fors for rudder inputso.
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Section 2

Akk

It will be noted that the lateral transfer function denomintor .: '

or breaks up into two real roots and one quadratic'* These roots are

characterized by thres modes of motion*

S- The notion resuttn frem the negstive real root is cIalled the

"spiratl nods" mid to, of coure, divlerg when _ is noegtioei i

11" i usually the case. Thi root has a ver I0ong tmeoftant indlotin thst ;:

S the divergee .ee r sloly

iThe poitive rea root 7-" 'descr'ibes the motion caled the Proll

subsidenc mods" which is oharactersed by a short -stable ro ln trasoutt

1 The quadratic mode,, which i known as "dutch r'o1j,'i &t Yi ng ro~d lling.

and idelippin Oslei On ,with consderale energy in each degre of free-

dom Mo moern jet aicrf req e artfica otailiamtio for the dutch (
114



Sectio'n 2,

roll mode, and a detailed discussion of the design of this type of

stability augmenter is, presented in Chapter III*

Typical frequency responses for the lateral case are plotted in

Figures IL-12' through Ir The sero db lines Are shown to permit die-,,

1* mssion of relative amplitude ratio, aind represent approxiLmate paint for

a straight wing fighter in the aid-altitudes .idMach. number range.

It will be noted that the amlitude ratios at the dutch toll. fre-

quencies are approimately equal for Figures, !1-12, 11-1381 and 11-140

indioating that the actual magnitudes of /V ,and in this
mode are owuaal we ai rae is excited by rudder deflection.

04mversely,, Figure 11-17 shows that when the airframe is excited by

aileron deflection, the dutch roll quadratic i's nearly cancelled by

a quadratic inthe numerator of the /;transfer function, re-

sulting in very, little change in rol agl at the dutch roll frequency.

Figures 31-22 and 13 ohmv that when the roll subsidence mods is

I'excited by rudder motion this roet is Almost cancelled by a root in thle

nun I ritori, which indicates that en4~ ioall changes occur in /

Man ,And therefore, the motion is prediainantly relling. For

aileron deflections, however, Figure I1-15, sbqws that the roll subsi-

dence rest 04 i nt anld"Lin the transfer function;

therefore this mode is characterized by more sideslipping when ecited

ty ailero deflection thaft wheonexcited, %W rudder deflectio.
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Section 2

Exaination of igures 11-12 and n1-15 reveals that the spiral mode I's a

nearly coordinated 1 > oling and yawing divergence since the ampli-

tude ratios for and at the spiral break point are 'mh l r

thin for the rolliAg and yawing transfer functions.

It"can be concluded from the above discussion that the relative mai-

tudes of c6',f and / during a lateral transient depend on whether

the transient is excited by the aileron or the rudder. Smee conclusions re-

garding, methods of controlling the lateral notions will be pointed out in the

discussion of the equivalent itability derivatiye approach.

Arroxm te faetorisatiens of the omplete lateral denomator yield the

followinag approximtions for the roots as ftnetions of the aircraft stability (
derivatives:

* - 6-s.. ~A ,& -(1 4)2 .

K 4. , 1V 4j

A[

.P"
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These approximations are based on the assumption that 7 and, /

are much smaller than or , a condition which
. }0

usually exists. .

(e)( AIRFRAPE MOTIONS IN TRANSONIC FLIGHT

The preceding discussion has shown the types of airframe motion

to be expected at subsonic speeds. Some of the changes in the airframe

modes of motion which occur in the transonic speed rangeu'ae discussed

in the following paragraphs.

Consider first the phugoid mode of the airframe. At subsonic

speeds, this is usually a low damped, slow oscillation. The vndped

natural frequency, as given in (II-28) is proportional to

/iwe-/ rti -, ' . where under normal conditions .//1',.
and are negative and 1W is positi The quantity

is a measure of the change in pitching ament caused by a change in
speed, and an increase in nose-up pitching ment usually follbws an

increase in speed; hence is positive.

However, in the transonic region, the center of pressure moves

aft to a point where increasing speed decreases the pitching ament;

i.e., increasing speed pitches the nose down, tending to increase the

speed further. This is known as the phugoid Wtuk-under.* ebaract'rised

pbysically by static instability with airspeed and mathatiealy by a

negative value forA1
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With W negative, the quantity /14~ " - can become
neaive, in which cas the phupid quadratic 2d

begatmes

A. method of controlling the "tuck-under" characteristics by memno Ofa

stability augaentor is discussed in Subsection f's which deals with an equi-

valent stability derivative approach*

A pheomenon similar to the phugeid "tuck-under" is exhibited in the dutch

roll mode for certain airframe configuratiens* In this cases a directional diL-0

vergence is eaused by the uemlimear variation of the yawing moment coefficient

with sielp anleFr straight wing aircraft, the slopeoo .

~z'/ /~'\ isnormally positives indicatin statio stability

with sideslip angle, However, some airfrae configuration. exhibit negative

ialues of C, for large sideslip angles, In whisk.44 ~At /1

anti becomes Imaginary as indicate ink roll). duc
q#tive The VedI -0 i u
quadratic them separates into twe first order tezs one of whisk is divergent.

Another problem enceunteredi at speeds near the transonic range is the Jn-
creas in airfraae sensitivity steady state. This ratio can be

investigated most easily by qa.inin 'the longitudinal equations with two

degrees of freedoms Los, with UC and its derivatives equal to sere. Them

Equations (n1-23) tiecome, In simplified forms '
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Section2 v

For some airframe configurations, this ratio varies through extremely

wide limits as the speed is changed. in the transonic region. The effect of

the change in this ratio on an airplane whose elevator stick forces are pro-

* duced primarily by a simple spring is to cause wide variations in the "stick

force per gw erateristic. It is therefore necessary to aujent the aero-

dynamic characteristics with a more elaborate artificial feel system and/or a

stability augmenter to maintain the stick force per g within more narrow

limits. The change in 4 ratio is due primarily to a Chage ang0 02

which stems from the aft shift in the center of pressure,

The task of designing stability augaenters is considerabljy simplified

if a rough attempt is first made to determine the effects of various airframe

output quantity feedbacks n the system. This is accomplished by means of. the

equivalent stability derivative approach.

( (f) TO ZQMVALUT STABIITr DEMRIATIVE APPHDACH

In the discussion of the longitudinal dynamics, a short susmary was pre-

seated of oonclusions drawn from an emination of the frequency response

curves. It should be remembered, however, that only single degree of freedom

control elevator was examiuned. In cases where there is complex Oupling of
control elnents, the straightforward solutions to control problems are not

always evident from the individual frequency responsp curves alone. Therefore,

a considerable amount of reliance for preliminary design work in aircraft auto- "

matio control is placed upon an understanding of the effects upon the airframe

motions of varying stability derivatives; that is, the controller is considered

to create or aupent airframe stability derivatives. In this procedure, a

- -



perfect controller is assumed; i.e., the controller is assumed to have'

no timie lags and no nonlinearities. Since the problems of 'Sensing and

2

actuation are ignored by this assumption, the procedure should be used

with caution,. to insure that on~ly those controllers which are physicalir

realizable are-studied.

AAn example of augmenting, or artificially changing existing stability

derivatives, can be examined by assuming that the airframe output quantity

,the perturbation of trimed forward speed, is fed to the elevator

through a perfect controller. Then the surface motion (in this caseo e

vator motion) is a direct function of Sne In other words, the total,

elevator deflection from ti is

where is the elevator deflection commanded by-the pilot,

is the elevator deflection caused by the stability
C e llab l aurenter

is the rati of elevator deflection to change in
eE.forward speed, and

:is the change in forward speed frie t i

mi--61 C. K
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0 Section 2

Substituting these augmented or -equivalent 6tability 'derivatives

into the expression giveni in Equationt (11-26) for the, phugoid natural'

'T frequency gives

F4 r)- 4 0~

By popery~chogi, the quantity under t he radical sign

can be made positive even in the transonic speed range where the air-

frame by itself normally exhibit.' tuck-wider tendencies.

Thus a cursory study of stability derivatives or, rather, equi-

valent stability derivatives, can give a preliminary insight into the

types Of feedback required to acoomplish 'dertaih functions,* In the

above cases, it was found that feedback can el±inate the tuck-under.

An xamleof he retio ofa ew sability derivative occurs

Kwhen elevator deflection is made a fwotioni of normal acceleration, a6
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ic where,-
11 in the elevator deflection commanded by the pilot

is elevator deflection oaused by augonter,

Bubstitti. (n-54) into (11-23)will show that throe derivatives can bo

created. These are

-I

With these additional derivatives, the two degree of freedm oqutions,

(I-"i) and !(1-4), become

¢ . 0 o

I
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u, 
C

Simultaneous solutiono f the above three equations for

where -t and 4 are the same as in (1%-46)'.an

"O 4 C 4'-a'' £/ / "

I" -

Two important features of normal acceleration feedback van be noted

fzu ,(I1-39) o Firsts the short period natural frequency and damping

ratio are altered, and second, the steady state load factor sensitivity

can be inereased or decreased depending e the sig of and

as shotn in (11-60).

, ) , 0-6
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The above discussion has illustrated how stability derivatiVes can be

created by making control surface deflections functions, of airframe output

quantities. A similar discussion would show that the stability derivative

, which is plotted in Figure 11-24., would be created by making

* 01,: ,. aileron deflection arItInction of the yaw angle

From the particular example used here, it can be concluded that the use

of normal acceleration feedback in a longitudinal stability augmenter mate-

rially affects the handling qualities of the basic airframe, not only from

the stability standpoint, but also from the control standpoint. By pro-
viding some means for varying as a function of flight condition,

the stick force per g characteristics of the airframe can be optimised over

a wide range of flight conditions. C)

I. . The effects of varying certain of the lateral stability derivatives are

illustrated by Figures 11-18 through 11-24. Many of the effects shown on the

curves are those expected on the basis of the approximate factorisations.

Other effects, however, are more subtle and require mention. A cemplete set

A; of these curves, for both the lateral and leqgitudinal derivatives, is con-

tained in Reference 9

For larger values- of Al. (7igure II-18), dutch roll damping improves
and the spiral root becomes stable. For very large values of /t- , the

dutch roll mode splits into two real roots, one of which has a rather long

time constant. It is interesting to note that with very large values of

A/ir , a new mode of oscillation is introduced which has an extraely

~I,-6o
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low frequency. The derivative /A4, has -little effeOct on the rol

Thiie curoves for the derivative Me (Figure 11-19) show that a

alight negative increase causes the dutch roll to go unstable. A large

positive increase increase, the damping and frequ.ency of the dutch roll

but causes the roll subsidence root to drop off very, rapidly until, it

becomes unstable.

Figure 11-20 indicates that increasing. A, has little effect on

either the spiral or roll subsidence mode. it does, however, increase

the frequency of the dutch roll. Decreasing IV beyond a certain point

i causes the dutch roll, roots, to become real, ovie of which becomes negative.

any root@ except the spiral root- which tends to become stable.

As is expected, -the rolling moment 4 o igure 11-2 2 -, Aut, to

*rolling velocity has little effect on the dutch roll but sharply in-

flueinees the roll subsidence mode. A negative increase of dcrae

the rli subsidence time constant and tends to wake the spiral mode stable.

The ffets o vayingL 4.(Figtare 11-23), are similar qualitatively

to the other roll coupling derivative o There is Very little in-

fluence on any of the roots. except that a positive increase tends to mke

the spiral Mode stable.
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Section 31

The derivative does not usually exist physically. However i

such a derivative were mnanufactured by Anl augmenting device, its effects

might be something like thos. 'shown in' Figure 11-24, Notice that the

duth ol mdetonot affected by the itrodtio of !but that

new and undesirable, roots are, created.

SETIOK ,- I HIMAN, PILOT

In the design of automatic flight control systems, the designer is

dealing with a'closed loop system comprised of the airframes the himian

pilot, and the .flight control'system. The human pilot's primary function

in the closed loop. im to sense errors. from the desired flight conditions

and to actuate the control system to eliminate -these errors. The design

of the flight control system must enable him to perforu his stability

and control. functions as efficientl.y as possible. This requires a closed

loo0p analysis of the responses of the whole system to transient, die-

turbances and to. inputs from ,the onitrol surfaces or throttle. Owiting

any camponsfit of the system from the analysis leads to'inaccumracy, and

therefore it would be desirable to have a. transfer function to represent

the pilot response in stabilisiag and controlling th. airplane.

The purpose of such a transfer function is, of course, to determine

analytically the response of a human pilot in the performance of his

task. It the stimulus from the environment (or at least an idealized

version of it) could be specified as a function of time, then a transfer

function for the humn pilot would enable the subject9 s response to be

specified as a function of time. Such transfer functions of ourse cannot
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describe hti oir-levl deoison-making functions of the hunan pilot, but they

may describe those responses he has learned to make to stimul he expects to

encounter in performin the task for which he is trained. For example, it may

,be possible to obtain a transfer function specifying the elevator deflection

that a trained pilot will produce in response to a sharp wind-gust of the type

encountered in flying, but there is no hope that a transfer function could pro-

Oict the pilot's response when some emergency necessitates a reasoned decision

about the proper course to follow, especiallrif the dooision 'as mtional

onotati es for the pilot.

Even if the attempt to obtain transfer functions is limited to situations

which have become routine for the pilot through training, certain major diffi-

culties make it impossible to determine a unique transfer function, In the

first placi, the wide variability in reaction time and thresholds for sensory

perception amosng different individuals means that .proposed transfer function

must include several parameters which can be aried,.to account for these in-

-,,dividual differences. This in itself is not too serious a drawback. A flight

"ovtrol systems designer could use mean values for these P arsm ors and them

vary them to cover the expectod range of values; however, experimental results

shom that,, given the wme-stimulus, three different pilots my rspmnd in three

different wys.

The seoond difficulty is that a normal individualls respons to the same

stimulus varies c nsiderb&y from tm -to time. For instance, as the pilott.

attention varies, he may ignore stimul which ordinarily would cause a response.

Thus, the pilt's thresbold is not constant for a giv stimulu. Furthermore, J,
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numerous studies have shown that a pilot varies his gain# increasing,

it when necessary, or decreasing it when he is not certain about what to do

or whe 'he is simply indifferent., Another source of variation in an in-

dividual pilot's, responAse is his ability to predict in various ways: He

may use a simple, linear-extrapolation, orL he may, after being exposed to

a varying stimulus for a tin*e, be able to predict completely its future

The third L difficulty, and the most severe one, is t .hat a transfer

function which adequately determine@ the pilots response I to one type of

I!input, say to a step function, will not be valid for a different type of

input, say a sine wave, For any linear system,, the transfei function,

by definition, is independent of input.

Moreover, there are other nonlinearities in huma responses;_ As a

result, the total response to an input stimulus cannot be determined by

a linear transfer function. Among these nanlinearities are the following

camrateristiost the reaction-time delay, during which no response at

all1 is madol the threshold for perceiving the stimulus; the tendency for

pilots to undisrexerit when trying to produce large forces or displacements

and to overexert when producing smaller forces or displacment;I snsory

illusions; o~ho upperbounds to forces or rates of notion which pilots can

produce; the phenomenon of total prediction; the range effect, in which

a subject, afterreiponding to a number of stimuli of roughly the same

intsnsity, will respend In the same way to a new stimulus of a much
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different intensityl and finally a random jerkiness which is found superimposed

on human responses. The conclusion is that it is Impossible to represent .

human pilot by a single linear transfer function, even subject to the restric-

tion'of dealing onlyT with routine,, learned responses.

All the known experiments that have been conducted to investigate pilot

response have been made subject to the restriction that the pilot was engaged

in controlling only a single degree of freedom, There is still hope that a

set of transfer functions with variable parameters can be developed which will

approximate within satisfactory limits the pilot's response in certain: speci-

fic tasks. However, sine. the experiments to determine such approximations

have all been conducted in situations during which the pilot was enga~ed in

controlling a single degree of freedom, he was consequently called upon to.

mke only one type of response; therefore these approximate transfer functions

cannot be asoed applicable to situations where the pilot is controlling,,

several variables at once. This mas that these transfer functions are not

necessarily valid for predicting the pilot's response in cemplicated madeuver

' such as landng or making coordinated turns. Nowever, it is felt that they.,

may be valid for stability investigationa, for example in stabilisi g the

pitch of an airplane in gusty weather, or in controlling a-yawing or rolling

oscillation. They my also be valid for use in simple one degree of freedom'

- control probles "such as that resulting when a pilot pulls out of a' dive or

enters a climb. The intelligent use of these transfer functions, however, re-

quires that the designer have a thorough understanding of their limitations.

11-78
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Section 4.()

Since it, is not practical to present this background material here, the

reader is referred to Reference 10, which includes a comprehensive

sumnary of the information collected on the subject to mid 1954, as well

ti as a selected bibliography. In addition, Reference 10 conta!,ns a de-

tailed discussiun of such pilot characteristics as accuracy, threshold,

force limitations, and time lags.:,

SECTION 4 - THE ,SURFACE CONTROL SYSTEK

One of the components of the over-all airplane system which has in

the past been considered relatively unalterable to the automatic flight

controls designer is the surface control system. For the purpose of this

discussion, the surface control system is assumed to include the cockpit
controls, the surface actuating package, all the associated equipment

C) which is necessary to interconnect them, and the force producer which is

used to provide artificial feel.

A typical elevator control system is shown in Figure 11-25. The

bobweight shown provides the pilot with forces proportional to airframe
normal acceleration, and the artificial feel spring provides forces pro-

portional to stick deflection. The trim motor is included to allow the

forces to be triamed to zero at any desired surface trim angle..

Previous manuals in this series have been devoted exclusively to the

hydraulic .narface actuating system (Reference 11) and to the artificial

feel system (Reference 12), and the reader who is interested in the de-

sign of these systems is referred to these manuals. A brief discussion is

xi, 11-79(ii..
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Control 5ticK

t1rtificiil. Ful Sprinq . 1 tida cS

QuadraI~~~t Moarat6 utor

F'iqre t~25 urfae CotrolSqs ControlK

given below of those characteristics of the surface cnrlssa hc r

Conroler ctutor ca bephyicalyconnected into the surface control

sysas 7 mansof it~r p, ~le orseres onnctin. heparallel connec-

tin sidniclto thto iue1-5except for the addition of the con-

troller actuator cable and cable druns shown in Figure 11-26. For this type

ofconnection the controller 'actuator and the pilot work into essentially the

same loads, and motion of the controller actuator is reflected byorresponding

notion of, ther ockpit conirolse
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controller, tictuator

K -lTo Forward,.
-cible Quadrant Toll droulic

F'iqure 11- 26 Surface Control System Showing Paratllel
Controller. Elctuator Installationl

The series installation (Pigure fl-27), however, supplies signals

to the surface actuator-without inving the cockpit controls, and there-

ii..fore the lo~ad@ Inposed on the controller actuator differ groatlyfram
those of the parallel conniection. These differences, will1 be discussed

K ~ in moedetail later.

Becaume of the high loads involvid, most present day surface actua-,

tors are designed to provide 100% of the required surface hinge ament.

This r equirement is net through. the use of an irreversible .ydraulic

servimechenias operating from an essentially7 constant pressure source.
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Control Stick d tc
Electrob drauldic 'd ic to

B obwetqht C'urui

* Artifica~l Feel

forwar Cabl f1ft COWi tfqdraulic Surfce
Quadrnt Qadraf, fctuator

f iqure fl- 2T Surface Control System Showing Series'
COntrofler flctuator lnstallatio

Among the charateristics of the surface actuator which are important to'the.

automatic controls designer are the time constant and threshold, The time

constant in not of primary importance on & manually controlled airplane since

t"e pilot is capmble of rate judgment and can make necessary corrections,

within limits, for a large phase lag of the hydraul-ic system airframe cmbina-

tion. This means that he can introduce a relatively large amount of phase

lead since the frequencies involved are usually low. However, the amount of

lead which can be introduced through the automatic flight control equipment is

limited; therefore, it beccmei important that the combined phase curve st the

automatic flight control system, hydraulic system, and airframe allow the gain
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to be adjusted to give'satisfactory. contiroJ of the airp 'na. Since the

airframe frequency response is dictated by its designed configuration,

it is unalterable, and since the' phase lead which can be introduced by

the automatic flight control equipmnt is limited, the hydraulic actua-

tor must be capable of makig the combined system function satisfactorily.

Therefore, it is essenti.al that the surface control system designer

coordinate closely with the automatic flight control system desigier, to

ensure that the two systems are .compatible.

'When the natural 'frequency of the surface actuator is substantially

higher than that of-the automatic fLght control. system or the rigid air-

~jWframe, the surface actutor can ofteon be represented by the following

transfer functions

In Equation WI-61)~ is surface deflection, C , is valve deflection

Itrelative to the airframe, eh is the gearing between the actuator aria

the surface, and 74 is the time constant discussed above. The validity

of Equation (11-61) should be checked for each individual system because

the construction of the hydraulic valve may cause the actuator to have

higher time constnts for meall inputs. A complete discussion of this

phenapenon is given in Reference -3U.
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Another hydraulic system parameter which is important to the automatic
! ' c~onttvis designer is velocity lINtingwhich occurs when the-hydraulic coontro1l '

valve has-.been completely opented. This carn eceur when 'the controller actutotr '

mua velocity in higher than that of the surface actuate, Lolerable mininuas
for this characteristic should be determined during thw analysig and synthesis phase
of the astbe ticmlitht control @o sm

* Another important nonlinearity of the hydraulic system is a very small

flatspot vhich occurs when the control valve is'near neuxtral. This flatspiot con-

uists of both i threshold, because the valve must be moved through the valve over-.

lap before any flow occurs, and a deadband because the cylinder pressure must

build up to overcome the cylinder surfaco friction. The second effeot is usually

themore important.

This flatspot manifesto itself as a backlash effect as shown in Figure

* 1-28. Backlash of this sort must be kept very Omall to maintain accur oy of

control and to minimise flutter. It seldom exceeds a value of 1/10 degree of

surface: deflection.

Aerodyunai loads acting against the hydraulic actuator may reduce the

area inside the hyteresis loop so that the curve of Figure 11-28 changes to

one showing less ysteresis plus a threshold., since the effect of valve over-

lap is eliminated. In the'case of the rudder, where the surface is aligned

" with the slipstream, the flatspot occurs at neutral (trim)#&@ shown in Figure

11-29. 0
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Sufcslk the ailerons and elevators generally have a hinge m~oment acting I)
upo t emat tr-im so that, the flatspot occurs away fromrnneutral. Figure 11,30

jj±±ustrates:'ti tpe. orfl 'curve.

Z ero--------------
;MoZt

'Elileror, or Elevator
with~ fhido'dd o

Fnth igure Hr-30 4H4dradtlic, System Static Chaeacteristic
Intetransonlic regime, separation may occur at the control. surface., and

the aer'odynamic load: may be reduced to zero within the backlash range. This

transonic effect aggravates the control surface backlash. Furthermore, it may

introduce effective backlash into the airframe block.

Backlash itself between the surface tie point auad the valve is effectively

preloaded out on some installations by using two hydraxilic cylinders-, one of

which is loaded, against the other.

I
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Another surface control system characteristic which must be given

consideration by the automatic flight controls designer is the load im-

posed on the controller actuator. For the parallel installation shown

in Figure 11-26, the torque loads imposed upon the controller actuator

can be considered to be made up of spring, frictional, and inertial ele-

ments. For the elevator control system, the effect of the bobweight

must also be taken into account.

The spring load normally consists of a spring gradient, which is

not necessarily lirear, and a preload as shown in Figure 1-31. These

loads, assuming a linear spring, can be expressed as

where CS- is servo rotation, , is the spring gradient, and where

"sgn" denotes "algebraic sign of." In certain applications, the spring

gradient is made the sun of a constant value and a value proportional to

A-PrelIO 4 ( tSp

Figure UP 31' T~picaI Sprinq Loads "1-87
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some function of airspeed to obtain proper feel characteristics. The preload

is imposed upon the system to Attain reasonable centering of control even

though there- is control system friction present.

Coulomb friction, which accounts for practically all the frictional loadsi, '

is made up of contributions from several sources: (1) cables and pulleys, which

give rise to friction concentrated at the pulleys but, usually considered distri-

buted, (2) concentrated loads due to the hydraulic valve, and (3) cnncentrated

loads due, to bearing surfaces throughout the installation. In. addition to cou-

lomb friction, there are the high stiction forces due to the valves, particurly2 ar

after .long period of control system inactivity. These effects, are shown in

Figure II-32.

Tf !-Stict,,oo

I! _ _ _ _ _ _ _

"IC

fiqure 11 32 Tqpical friction Loads
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<C) The frictional loads, neglecting stiction, can be expressed as

a- ,.3) 7 7

"ae final type of load to be considered is inertial and Is due to

the masses of all the moving parts of the control system. If a bob-

weight is a part of the system, a large portion of the effective inertia

may be sensitive to the load factor. The inertial torque is then given

by

where K.7 is the bobweight constant in unit torque at the actuator

drum per g, and -nv is the normal acceleration in gt s. Equation (I-")

is plotted in Figure 11-33.

29 J

f Fiure 113-33 Typical Inertial Loads
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The iscssin ~ov~appies to both push rod and cable onaes where

the push rods or cables can be considered to act like rigid elements. The

total torque on the actuator shaft is then

This total load must be considered very carefully to make certain that the

proper controller actuator is used. Note that the load seen by an actuator

which directly moves the surface (without full-power surface actuators) is

of the same general fora as that discussed for the parallel installation. (
The total load curve. *f (n1-65) with the exception of the inertial loads,

can be visualIued as a I~sterosis loop for azay given surface amplitude.. as shown

in Figure 11-34,

It should also be noted that although backlash may be present somewhere

in the systm, the effective backlash fran the valve to the controller actua-}

tor or stick can be kept very smi,1 or often comletely preloaided. out of well-

designed systems.

The series installation, one example of which is shown in Figure II-27>.. 1
is frequently used when stability auaaaindrn io otoldflight

is to be incorporated in the aircraft. it is Important to note-that because

II-9Q,
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+ T T

KCol
I0'

I;f~igure f;l34 tjlsteresis Loop for a
- Tqpical Cotrol 540m

stability augnentation modifies the required feed characteristics, the

artificial feel system can be considerably siplified. A discussion of

this concept is given in Reference 12.

[ I In the series installation, the actmator is essentially an adjust-

able extendor within the cable or push rod system. 79r satisfactory

feel characteristics, it is Important that the pilot be unaware of axe

system movement originating from the operation of the controller actuator;

iemovement of this sort must not be transmitted to the cockpit controls,

Poi motion to get to the'valve, but niot to the cockpit controls reqiares

an irreversible anchor for the exteixior to opeate from; iLeo, the

11-91
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mechanical impedance looking from the actuator toward the valve must be much

lesta h meac okn oad h oki otos hsi sal
aompliuhed by installing the aetuator as near the valve-as possible."and by

providing, an Irreversible, quacbir by, a mechanism such as a detent.

The controfler actuator load for the series installation in then made up
''of the coulomb friction and the inertia of the moving masses between the actuia-

tor AMd 'the valve. It is occasionally desirable to place a portion of the

feel springs and preload in, this oireuit* The total lead. Is them

Normally, hoever, the lead is made up of inertia anid culomb frictin only,

with almost all the friction load being due to the valve. The ~load seen by*

a series Installed actuator is therefore ve:7 z snlinear, and careful designa

is required to achieve practical results.

SUTEN 5 BUOM

To> Tutilise the9 airfraetput quantities listed in Table U-2 for auto-7

section prests a discussion of some of the'devices which are used for this

purpose. A qualitative diseusiom ef the grossope is presented in Smbectie. p

(a). Since gyroscopes are robably used mre than mq other oenser# it is .
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important for the automatic flight control systas designer to have a

thorough underatanding of their perforumance. For this reason, 'the

'osiplete equation.s describing the' behavior of the'commonly use d for ms'

of the gyroscope are derived in the Appendix. Subsectione(b) through

e) discus the-application to automatic flight control systems of

accelerometers, local flow direction detectors, local flow magnitude

*detectors, and altitude sensors., The section is sumearised in sub-

I ,.section (f) which includes a table relating the airfrmne output quanti-

ties to the sensors used in peasuriag theme

*, (a) GYOSCOPnS

0iC)Among the airframe output quantities listed in Table 11-2 an

U available for use-in automatic control. are the airframe angular die-

placements (,a(, Q 4- and angular rates (c.f )

The device which has been universally utilised for sensing these quanti-

ties'is the gyroscope*

The, gyroscope consists of a rotor (amr) spinning at high speed

and mounted in a set of rings (gimbials) so as to bave ane or. tveo aere

,of angular freedom. (see Figure n1-35).

Both "free" and restrained gyros are used for aircraft automatic

a control; however, in practice..there are i1Amost always ome torques acting

to restrict the rotational freedo f the rotor axis in ws~m way, so

that there is no clear-cut distinction betweem free a-ad restrained gyros.
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Outtr G*Iml

f igure ~"35 Two Degree of, freedom Gqroscope

I Furthermore, the ,same laws, the classic lava of Newton, govern the behavior

of both types, the free gyroscope being onl.y a special case wherein the re-

straining torques are sera, The'vector equations describing the behavior of

the'gyroscope are derived in the Appendix, using the laws of Newton. For

purposes of discussion,these vector equations an be reduced to the scaler equation

c~-~7) 4, -C
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plus the rule that the spin vector processes toward the torque'vector.,

In Equation (1-7 , U - is the angular velocity called "precession"

of the spin axis, T is the torque applied to the spin axi'sz

iiis the angular velocity of the rotor about the spin axis, and -Z- 'is

the moment of inertia of the rotor. Equation (11-67) states that if a

torque is applied tending to change the angular orientation of the spin

axis$ the :spin axis will rotate (precess) about an axis at right angles

to both itself and the axis about which the torque is applied, and at a

rate proportional to the applied torque and inversely proportional to

the iwoduct of the spin velocity and, the rotor moment of inertia. The

latter product is called the Pangular immntma amid is deigmated by

Then Equation (11-47) can be written as

which is identical to Equation A-21 of the Appendix.

The law governing the behavior of the aroscope Is reversible, that is,

an angular velocity input results in a torque output against whatever

I restraints are provided, and a torque input results in an aagm-ar velocity

!j outputs in either case, Equation (11-60) a pplies.

"1-9,
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If no torques are applied to the spin axis, the gyro angular oribntation

renains fixed with respect to inertial (celestial) space, and in this con-

figuration it can be used to measure angular displacement (it its ease, when
suitable pickoff devices are used to measure the angles between the case and

the spin axis. Gyroscopes of this type are commonly used in automatic flight

control systems to measur. . anglar orientation of the airframe, the so-

called "vertical" gyro being used to measure pitch and roll angle( , and ,)

and the "directional" gr being used to measure airframe heading ($ ).

VERTICAL GYRDS

The vertical gyro is orientated as shown in Figure II-35, which shows the

gyro spin axis aligned with the airframe z axis. The gimbal orientations corre-

spond to level flight, Vertical gyros are always supplied with an erection Q
mechanism whose purpose is to keep the spin axis aligned with the local vertical.

The erection mechanism is required for several reasons. First, since the spin

axis tends to remain fixed with respect to inertial space, .the gyro would sense

the rotation of the earth and the curvature of the earth as the airplane is flown

at constant altitude. One purpose of the erection mechanism then, is to change

the gyro reference from celestial to terrestrial. Another reason for requiring

an erection mechanism is that it is impossible to fabricate gyros with friction-

less gimbals. Thus, as the airplane rotates about ither the x or y axis, tor-

que is applied to the spin axis through the friction in the gimbal bearings,

causing the gyro to precess about the other gimbal axis. This would cause an

unpredictable wander of the yro spin axis., Other undesirable torques are

11-96
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caused by such factors as unbalances in the gimbals or in the gyro,

shifts of the center of gravity with respect to the gimbal axes due

to play in the bearings or differential thermal expanions or con-

vection air currents striking the gyro rotor.

The erection mechanism for a vertical gyro eonsista of two de-

vices (usually mercury switches), oneaattached to each gimbal and used

V to determine the direction of the net airframe acceleration vector.

Each of these switches operates a separate torque motor~to apply tor-

que about the proper gimbal axis to align the spin axis with the air-

frame net acceleration vector., Erection is normally cut out during

a coordinated turn to prevent the Syro from erecting to an acceleration

0) vector not representing gravity.

To minimize the coupling effects between the dynamics of the erection,

system and those of the automatically controlled airframe, and to mini-

mize 'the effects of transient accelerations along the x and y airframe

axes, the erection mechanism is designed to operate slowly, rates of

two to six degrees per minute being typical. Many vertical gyros have

two erection rates, the faster of which is used to provide quick erection

to minimize the time required for the gyro to become operable after the

systm is first turned on.

n-

. C
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"0.

For those cases where the erection system natural frequency is much lower
(,

than that of the airframe phugoid, the gyro can be represented as, a pure gain

and its transfer function becomes

/0'

where iIs the voltage from the gyro pickoff. This transfer function tends

to ,be more accurate at low speeds, since the phugoid period in seconds is

roughly equal to one fifth the airspeed in miles per hour. At -higher speeds

where the phugoid and erection system frequencies are, closer together, it may

be necessary to use Equation '(11-71) for the gyro output voltage in the lopgi-

tudinal mode.

In Equation (11-71), L) is the erection system natural frequency, C is the

airframe acceleration along the x axis, and is its damping ratio. Since the

erection system is quite nonlinear, the approximation of Equation (11-71) should

be used only when small deviations from the vertical are being considered.

A photograph of a vertical gyro is shown in Figure 11-36.

I-98
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DIRECTiOAL GYROS

Two degrees of angular freedom are also used for the directional gyro;

however, in this case the gyro spin axis is maintained in a horizontal plane

by one of the torqueing motors and aligned with some specific compass direc-

tion (usually north and south) by the other torqueing motor. The latter torque

motor is usually energized by the error voltage originating in a synchro trans-

mitter whose rotor is attached to the gyro outer gimbal and whose stator is

attached to the gyro case. The stator windings are excited by a remote com-

pass transmitter. (See Reference 13 for a more thorough discussion of the

gyro compass.)

In actual practice both the vertical and directional gyros give accurate

indications only when the gimbal axes are orthogonal. For example, reference 0

to Figure 11-35 shows that for a pitch angle of 900, the condition known as

"gimbal lock" occurs wherein the outer gimbal axis is aligned with the gyro

spin axis. For this condition the gyro is not sensitive to roll angle. In

the case of the directional gyro, errors are introduced whenever yawing occurs

in the presence of a roll angle, such as during a coordinated turn. The

equations describing these conditions are derived in the Appendix.

RATE GYROS

The rate gyr makes use of Equation (11-69) by measuring the torque which

is generated by the gyro due to an angular velocity input. A single degree of

freedom gr is used for this purpose, and the generated torque is normlly

absorbed by means of a spring which restricts the motion of the gimbal (see

B©
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F igure 11-37).. Rewriting Equation-(11-69) to solve for the torque applied

to the ipring gives
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where a) is the airplane angular velocity. For a rate gyro mounted as shown

in Figure 11-37, the equation becomes

where ) is the airframe roll rate. If the gyro of Figure 11-37 is restrained

about the y axis by a spring constant , viscous friction 6 , and coulomb

friction F , and if the moment of inertia of the gimbal and spinning rotor

about the y axis is.2> , then the system equation becomes

where 1Y is the angular rotation of the gimbal about its axis, referenced to

tha gyro case. If the friction is neglected, the transfer function is

I-Ie.

where

..5
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If an electrical pickoff is attached to the gyro to measure the gimbal
rotation, the equtioni becomes

(l?76) V,6

It will be noted that the gyro threshold due to friction can be expressed

as

77)

Resolution of potentiometers or thresholds of other types of pick-offs

must be added to this minimiu signal to obtain the total minimuh detectable

signal.I
/, , Two forms of geometrical cross-coupling occur in rate gyros, one

caused by gimbal rotation when the gyro is indicating an angular rate and
SIi the other caused by the effects of the airframe angle of attack upon the

axis about which the airplane rotates. Both effects introduce error in the

*1 imeasurement of the desired rate and introduce gyro outputs in response to

rotation of the airframe about other axes. The equations describing these

effects are derived in the Appendix.

A photograph of a rate gyro is shown in Figure 11-38,

M1-103
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'b ACCELEROMET&BS
SAcceleromliters are used to sense the linear and angular acceler,ions

of the airframe. They consist almost universally of a m40s of relatively

I high density which is constrained to translate or rotate against a restrain-

ing force or torque (usually a spring) as a result of applied acceleration.,

I The mass is usually a solid, although it may be a liquid as in the case

of the bubble linear accelerometer or the liquid rotor angular accelerometer.

Although these accelerometers differ somewhat in construction details, the

behavior of most of them can be adequately described by a second order equa-

tion. To illustrate the method, the equation describing the behavior of

a linear spring restrained mass acceleromet*t will be derived.,

The schematic diagram of the accelercnt~ek to be considered is shown

in Figure 11-39. Assune that the case of the accelermeter shown in the

diagram has an acceleration in a direction parallel to the accelerometer

sensitive axis and that the sensitive axis is inclined to the horizontal

by an angle 8 . The forces acting on the sensitive ass are given by

the following relation:

where Yis the motion of the sensitive mass relative to the accelercmeter

case, 6 is the damping coefficient, K is the spring rate of the. restzji

n i
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ing spring, and F~is the coulomb friction. Rearranging mquation (17) ie

k* %Il

Fiur 13 ceaicDarmo iericeeoee

prpotinaute acceatic ra of L hner coent.roteravt

vector lies along the accelercmeter sensitive axis. If the quantity on the
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right side of Equation (11-79) is expressed by

(-a) 61W -

then Equation (11-79) can be written as

If the friction is neglected, the transfer function is given by

'IIL mr 5 - -

Then, if a suitable pickoff device is attached to the sensitive mass so

that its motion can be measured, the transfer function becomes

where is the sensitivity of the pickoff in volts per uit distance.

r 7 !
.o.-- 11-10l
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r The motion threshold of the sensitive mass can be expressed as

To obtain the total threshold, the threshold of the pickoff device must be

added to that given by Equation (II-4).

It is of some interest to note the behavior of the accelerombter for

various forcing frequencies. When the frequency of the applied acceleration

is much less than e , the phase lag of the unit is small and the output is

proportional to acceleration. When the frequency of the applied acceleration

is approximately equal to 6 , the phase lag of the unit is approximately

900 and the output is proportional to the velocity of the accelerometer case.

Similarly, when the frequency of the case motion is much higher than W,. ,

the phase lag is approximately 1800 and the output is therefore proportional

to the input displacement.

Typical accelerometers which are currently being used as sensors in auto-

p matic flight control systems are shown in Figures 11-40 and 11-41. Figure 11-40a

shows the sensing unit of a bubble accelerometer. It consists of a plastic

block containing a cavity which is almost filed with a semiconducting liquid.

Mbtion of the bubble due to aceleration, changes the resistance between the

plate at the bottom of the cavity and the electrodes at the top. Figure II-40b

shows two of these sensing units mounted in a case. In this application, the

sensing units are interconnected to foru a resistance bridge. This type of

ii-108
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accelerometer can only be used to measure longitudinal and lateral accelera-

tions because it derives its spring effect from the acceleration which is

applied vertically through the sensing unit. This fact makes the adceler-

ometer sensitivity a function of the airplane normal acceleration.

The accelerometer shown in Figure 11-41 is of the spring mass damper

type. The seismic mass is mounted on the armature of an "S" coil pickoff,

and the armature is attached to the accelerometer case through a cantilever

spring. Damping is provided by filling the chamber containing the mass with

fluid.

When properly oriented and located at the airframe center of gravity,

accelerometers can be used to measure the forward acceleration, ay
the side acceleration, and ap the vertical acceleration. )

An accelerometer can be used to give a reasonably accurate indication

of sidealip angle. Equation (II-SS) gives the transfer function for

as !

IY
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Equation (11-85) can be rewritten as

since = [ri/ and since Y~ If a signal proportional

to is subtracted from -y the resulting. Signal is proportional to

sideslip angle. Since sideslip angle and side velocity are related by the ex-

pression

side velocity can also be obtained by this method.

In a similar manner, the airframe angle of attack can be obtained by means O

of a normal accelerometer, The airframe lift coefficient in given by

(ZT-88) C=

where a. is the normal acceleration, W in the airframe weight, O is,

dynamic pressure , and 5 is the- area of the wing. In tems of

angle of attack c4 , the lift coefficient can be exqressed as

(Z-8?) cC=c #+.
404

where € is the. lift curve. slope and C is, the lift coefficient when

,+4

_ _- ... ii
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0C O Equat1~g (11-88) and (11-89) gives

Solving for these

Thsrelationship is someties used to compute angle of attack for

LOCAL FLOWJ DIRXCTION DETFATORS

It would be desirable in many cases to sense directly the air-

frame side slip angle ,d' and angleofatc e.stk hseir

frame output quantities could be used for automatic control. Since

these angles are defined in toerm of the relative wind,. their direct

measurement involves measurement of the relative wind direction, or

the direction of relative motion of the air as it passes over the air-

frame. This is usually accomplished by means of a van., a probe#

duil pressure pickups,, or s*Me similar device.

CA
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Direct measurement of these quantities, however, suffers from the rather

serious disadvantage that the direction of the local flow is not a direct in-

dication of the desired airframe output quantities because of the disturbances

which exist near the airframe. At subsonic speeds, these disturbances extend

for some distance ahead of the airframe. Consequently, the true angle of

attack or sideslip must be computed from the indicated angle. Additional data ,

such as indicated airspeed and Mach number, are usually required to perform

this computation. Moreover, the characteristics of the sensors themselves are

difficult to predict by analysis, and it is often necessary to determine them

by experiment. These two disadvantages require that a flight test program be

conducted to determine a suitable location for the sensor, to determine the

sensor characteristics, and to determine the equation relating true angles to

indicated angles. Because of the above disadvantages, these devices are

normally used only for special applications, such as the measurement of rocket

jump angle for fire control systems. Since their use is quite Vecialized,

no further discussion will be presented here.

(d)* LOICAL FLOW MAGNITUDE DETECTORS
C Local flow magnitude detectors are actually pressure sensors and are used

to give an indication of the velocity at which the airframe is moving through

the air. Depending on the equations to *hich these sensors are mechanized,

their outputs are proportional in the steady state to indicated airspeed, true

airspeed, Mach number, or differential pressure. These devices are used as

primary sensing units when airpseed or Mach number is being controlled directly,
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or as a means of changing controller characteristics as a function of

airspeed to compensate for changes in airframe characteristics.,

Since the dynamic characteristics of local flow magnitude de-

r. tectors depend to a large extent upon the characteristics of the pitot-

static system into which they are connected, it is not considered

practical to present a detailed discussion here. However, it can be said

that these spnsors can often be approximated by the following transfer

function

p .
,j, *

, w he'hre V is the sensor output, p is the pressure presented to the

1' sensor by the pitot static system, " and '4 are constants descri.bin

!! the sensor mechanical system, and 7 is the tike constant describing,

• i }  the sensor pressure system. Usually., the dynamics, associated with

' I ~ ~and ' .,. are unimportant, but1; .he time lag 7; may becoe large

I:enough to require consideration. In addition, the chaacteristics of

J i

snbythe pitotstatic ysotem, hul bed ct areful conysedants sing

is ofte n charactericsed by a n larger time lag than c d

I
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( PRESUREALTITUDE ESMI

Pressure altitudq sensors indicate altitude by measuring the static air-

pressure. When used as primary' sensors for automatic control, they must have

an extremely low threshold if the altitude control loop is to be easily - -.
beiws herqurmetfo.owtrehldi.otn e b e

7 stabilized. Like most pressure sensors, the sensing element usually consists

of an. aneroid bellows; the requirement for low threshold is often met by .re- i .

positioning the bellows by servo action after a change in altitude. Care

should be taken in mounting these units in the airframe, for they are some- I

times sensitive to linear and angular accelerations. In addition, the static

air line connected to the unit should be carefully selected to minimize the

'time lag in the pressure changes presented to the sensor. The static pressure,

system should also be studied to determine the -effect of airframe angle of

attack on the pressure in the system.

(f) "M~t

I To sumarize the discussion of sensing elements, the basic quantities of

Table 11-2 are repeated with other quantities added; possible sensors for,

measuring these quantities are also listed.

n3 .
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Basic Output Quantity Sensor
Longitudinal tsaaetimes, lizi6.d to, special conditions),

J' z forward velocity Acdolerometer; Local flow magnitude
~ detector

U/- vertical velocity Accelerometer; local flow ,direction
detector

pitching velocity Rate gyro

Qx forward acceleration Accel~erometer

c4 vertical acceleration Accelerometer

cx. angle of attack Accelerometer; local flow direction

0 pitc angleStabilizedgy

accelerometers

$ altitude Altitude sensr

j; Basic Output Quantity
lateral Sno

~rside velocity Accelerometer; Local flow direction
detector

~ /a, rolling velocity Rate gyro

t 7 yawing velocity Rate gyro

side ac.;eleration Accelerometer

fJ* yaw angle Stabilized gyrom

fiP yaw acceleration Angular accelerometer; two linear

accelerometers

Sroll angle Stabilized gyro; Rate amr

roll acceleration Angular accelerometer; two linear
accelerometers

4i sideslip angle Accelerometer; Local flow direction
detector

Table 1-.Sensor Application
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SECTION 6 - THE SYSTEK CONTROLLER

The system controller is the nerve center of the automatic flight control

system. Its functions are:

1. To accept signals from the sensors or comuand sources

2. To modify these signals as required by different component
K characteristics (e.g., converting ac to de electrical

signals)

3. To effect signal phase lead or lag as required for desired system
response,

4. To amplify the signals to a power level sufficient for operation
of the servo actuators

Since most present day automatic flight control sytems convey information

by electrical means, the control unit normally consists of such devices as

electrical modulators, demodulators, amplifiers, phase-shiftii* networks,(

suers, limiters, and switches to provide the functions listed above. Basic

elements are normally the vacuam tube, the transistor, or the magnetic ampli-

fier. Each has its limitations. Compared to the transistor, the vacuum tube

is heavier' larger, less efficient and les rugged. It is more linear than

the transistor, however, and higher amplification is possible. Since the

transistor is relatively new, it has not been used until recently for aircraft

applications. The basic limitations of currently available transistors are

their gain change due to ambient temperature variations and their failure under

high temperature conditions. When the temperature problem has been solved,

transistors will probably largely replace most vacuum tubes for flight controllerst

since their light weight, small size, and low power requirements, as well as

their resulting low heat rejection are unmatched by other amplifying elments.

°(
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The magnetic amplifier is the heaviest and the bulkiest of the three,.

and its frequency response is inferior to the transistor or the vacuum

7.i Itube. It also suffers from high temperature problems due to the

characteristics of currently available rectifiers.

The transfer function for the system control unit cannot be

presented here since it is determined completely by the over-all system

requirements and by the characteristics of the other components. The

system control unit transfer function is one of the outputs of the system

synthesis procedure discussed in the next chapter. Itisthe one.

completely alterable element in the system.

(7) SECTION 7 - CONTROLLER ACTUATORS

The basic purpose of a controller actuator is to change the output

signals from the system control unit to a form suitable for application

to the surface actuator so that the surface motion can be made sme

specified function of the controller output. Since the controller out-

'*' Iput is usually electrical, and the required input to the surface actuator

is usually mechanical, the controller actuator must be a device which

* transduces a voltage into a mechanical displacement. As discussed in

Section 4 of this chapter, the mechanical load which the actuator must

displace is quite nonlinear, and for this reason the controller actuator

is normally made to function as a position servcmechaniem, The fnllowing

brief development derives the equations for a position servo working into

a load consisting of a typical surface actuating system.

n-3.19
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F'ivue J.1-42 Bok. iga of Lorc ositional ev Sse

Fig are 11-42 showi a generic block diagram of a position servo. No

specific type of actuator sho~ld be inferred from the diagram. The diagram and

the following development are valid for ayactuator which can be adequately

represented by the two blocks shown. Both the two phase ac motor and the electro-

hydraulic actuator which are discussed latei- iAn this section fa.1 into this

classification.

In Figure 11-42, the actuator inertia is assumed to be part of the load,

and the time lag between thje application of the voltage E and the resultant

output torque or' force is assumed to be negligible. The constant Ae

represents the slope of the actuator torque-voltage curve at zero output velocity$

A7, represents the slope of the actuator torque-speed curv Vo

11-120
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is the control unit output voltage, and 0- is the load displacement,

The torque or force applied to the load is given by

I!

The load equation of motion for series actuation was given by

Equation. (11-66) as

c+

Equating (11-66) and (11-93) and rearranging gives

From Figure 11-41,
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Substituting (119I nt 1-4 results in

Solving for (:7 gives

it is very large, (I1-97j) reduces to

er'. V

n1-122
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This result is in agreement with the intuitive conclusion that if the

output torque can be made large enough for small voltage inputs., the

actuator is essentially irreversible and therefore actuator position

is independent of the load. In practice, of course, this condition

I. cannot be achieved exactly; however, it is approached by using a

jpositional servo with very high open loop gain,
I Many types of actuators have been used in automatic flight control

systems. Among these are:

1. Continuously running electric motor with power output
controlled by voltage applied to, a magnetic clutch.

2. Armature controlled dc electric motor

3. The two phase ac electric motor

4. Hydraulic actuator controlled by electrohydraulic valve

5. Relay-controlled dc electric motor

Of these, the most popular have been the two phase ac motor and the

electrokydraulic actuator.

i iThe two phase ac motor is normally used only when the load is

relatively small, since it is difficult to cool this type of motor

for sues above 1/7 horsepower. This motor requires two phase

1112" ~11-123.',
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j excitation, one phase being excited by a fixed voltage and the other phase

by the servo amplifier. The output torque is roughly proportional to the

product of these two voltages when they are 900 apart in phase, and the

direction of the torque is determined by the polarity of the control vol-

tage.

The open loop transfer function of the unloaded two phase mot.r is

given by

where T is the motor inertia and B is the slope of the motor torque-speed

curve. The time constant T is caused by the winding reactances, and is

usually less than 4 . If the load is composed only of inertia and

-damping, the transfer function of (II-9) still applies if J" represents

the inertia of the motor plus the load and 8 represents the damping of the

Kmotor plus the load.

In addition to displacenent feedback, it is usually found necessary in

practice to use rate feedback to obtain satisfactory damping. The closed

• loop transfer function in this configuration is
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A photograph of a two phase ac servmotor with a built in rate generator is

shown in Figure 11-43.

The electrohydraulic servo actuator is becoming more and more popular for

~fight control application.. This popularity arises from theifollowing advantages::

I.- High natural frequencies easily obtained

2. -low electrical power requirements,

3. High power to weight ratio

4. High force to inertia ratio

5. No practical size limitation; available in sizes varying from fractional
horsepower to many horsepower

Physically, the electrohydraulic actuator consists of a hydraulic ram which

is controlled by an electrohydraulic valve. Although several manufacturers Q
* produce electrohydraulic valves, most of them are similar in operation. A typi-

cal valve which is used 'for flight control application is shown schematically

in Figure 11-44.

The operating principle is quite simple. The electrical signal moves the

flapper between the two nozzles,, unbalancing pressures 4p and thus

0o causing displacement of the valve spool. Since the valve spool is spring

loaded, the displacement of the spool will be proportional to the unbalance

in pressure.
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efn14 aectro da IcVle

A typical flow curve for a valve of this type is sketched in Figure 11-45.

Input Curren~t

Valve 0 Curve
fiueH4 olD rLilCrl1'~~o~rui
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In practice, the electrohydraulic actuator is used as a position

sei €o as shown in the block diagram of Figure 11-46.

a Amplifier Actua~tor ~ X0' iI  ' -Ivalv cqhn dei.t- ..,
Ka and oad)

* Vfeedback
Pot

i.i Kp

Figure tI-46 Block Dia ram ot Postion Servo Usino
an ilectrofiqdroulic flctuat'or

The amplifier transfer function is assumed to be the constant

The time constant for the valve coil RL circuit can be

neglected because it is usually of the order of one-half millisecond

or less.

Using the methods developed in Reference ll, the actuator-load

network diagram is constructed as shown in Figure 11-47.

11,129
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Pc A B. M

Figure. H 4T ftldatot- Load NetworK Diaqram~
The equation of motion of the above system is

~A

where -output motion of the piston relative to cylinder (in.)

7 - differential pressure across the piston (lb/in.)

'4area of cylinder

8-damping between cylinder and piston (lb sec/in.)
~-damping of load (ib-sec/in.)

-mass of load (lb sec2/in.)

.4.spring rate of load (lb/in.)
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Two additional equations may be developed for the cylinder flow

relationships:

ii
where cylinder flow

L = valve differential current (proportional to
valve displacement)

L (slope of the valve flow curve)

04

The term is analogous to the slope of the torque-speed curve

for an electric motor and gives rise to similar damping effects.

In Equation (11-103), 4 - spring constant of oil within cylinder.

Equations (II-102) and (11-103) may be combined to form the equation,
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It is convenient to introduce still another relationship describing

the force source ( ,Y ). A virtual servo output displacement

(which is fictitious physically) may be visualized as acting through the

oil spring to produce displacement of the piston (or actual servo .j

output). Thus the resulting force is.

Equating (11-104) and (11-105) results in *

or

Where is the effective damping due to flow

and 4 is the effective static servo flexibility,
r C also due to flow

11-132
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Equations (II-i01), (11-105), and (11-106)may be combined to form

.the open loop expression

Equation (11-107) may be simplified by comparing the values of certain

parameters of the physical system. Since

and this equation may be approxImately factored,

yielding

4;4 (JIz-a) = .
or

11-13 -
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1** -~ where 4

CC

The effective damping teu isa usually very high, yielding an

extremely low first order "break frequency,"

rad/secO~ Conversely, the undamped natural frequency '00

may be very high since, the oil spring constant is relatively large and the

load mass is often small.0

With the information now available,. the block diagram of Figure 11-46

My~ be redrawn as shown in Figure 11-49.

Equivqent .

*J fiqora 11-48 wvakent Block Diaqram of an
Ij Hctrob~drauilic 'fitU00o
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C)
The equivalent open loop: of, Figure 11-48 is

jC

_ _ _ _ _ _ _1'

* -The Bode plot correspondling to Equation (II-110) is shown in Figure 11-49.

6db/Ocl.

ISOI

*2TO

C') N amr 11- 49 Bod'e Plo t of an Mleetrobqdr uic tlctuator



Figure 11-49 shows that the loop may be closed so that the closed loop

approximates a :.irt order system, up to a relatively 'high frequency, and

v possesses low position error coefficients.

I] Since - , is normally much less than a-)- n . . i'vOp transfer

__ _--_

From Figure 11-4, the closed loop transfer function then becomes

V
r=',z9 _o --- -.<,

J The approximation of (11-312) tends to be more accurate for a series installa-

tion, sinze the mass of the load. is then smaller.

A photograph of an electrohydraulic actuator is shown in Figure 11-50.

i- -
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,- yCHAPTER III

DESIGN METHODS

SECTION I - INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses a procedure for designing automatic flight

control systems. It is, o course, not the only method by which a

successful design can be accomplished, but it is a method which ex-

perience has, shown to be quite satisfactory. A qualitative discussion

of the procedure is presented in Section 2 of this chapter, and Section

3 illustrates its use by tracing the actual design of a'stability aug-"

menter which is currently 1h operational use,

SECTION 2 - SYSTE DESIGN PROCEDURE

) (a) PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

The preliminary steps in the design of any system are, of course,

concerned, with the determination of the system requirements. In the

case of an automatic flight control system, this must usually be

accomplished by first determining the over-all requirements of the

airframe-automatic flight control system Combination.

The requirements for the complete airplane system originate from

two Y ajor sources: Military Specifications and Government Operating

Requirements. Present military specifications for flying qualitibs.

of piloted aircraft are based to a large extent on a series of .flight

test investigations and the resulting opinions of the pilots.
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Desirable stability and control characteristics based on these studies are 0)

contained in the military specification of Reference 15. Along with

other considerations dealing with pilot comfort and safety, this specifica-

tion states minimum requirements for the following:

lateral dutch roll modes

2. Static directional and longitudinal stability

3. Spiral divergence

4. Control forces

5. Maneuverability

The specification referred to above is intended to apply primarily for

the conditions under which the airplane is being controlled directlIy by the '

pilot through the manual controls. This specification is of interest to the

automatic controls designer, however, because of its effect on the surface

controls systems and because it is often necessary to provide stability aug-

mentors to ensure that the specification is met.

Although a general specification for aircraft automatic pilots has been

used in the past to establish requirements for the performance of an airplane

II14
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A I under automatic control,* differences in tactical requirements, differences

in the function performed by automatic flight control systems, and differences

in airframe and surface control systems characteristics have Created a trend

toward the preparation of a detail specification for each system. This de-

tail specification is usually prepared jointly by the customer and the Con-

~ij tractor after giving consideration to the Government Operating Requirements

and the airframe and surface control systems characteristics.

A set of Government Operating Requirements (often abbreviated GOR)

is issued by the government for each type of airplane purchased and usually

forms a part of the contract. The GOR contains those airframe requirements

which originate from tactical considerations of the aircraft mission. Some

examples of these requirements are listed below:

1. Stability in excess of the flying qualities specifications

2. Minimization of steady state sideslip

3. Pilot relief during cruise

4. Automatic steering during firing, bombing rms, or landing approach

5. Cruise control for maximm range or maximu endurance

6. Climb or descent control

7. Vach control

*A proposed general specification for automatic flight control systems has
been circulated for comment, but as of this writing, this specification

i has not been released. A new specificationL9 MIL-C-59OO, bearing the title

l"General Specification for Automatic Flight Control Systems," (Reference 18)
was released 25 March 1955. However this specification consists merely of
the old Air Force Specification No. 2750W with a new cover sheet.

' III-"
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7. Altitude control

8. Automatic terrain clearance control

The requirements for the complete airplane system, as obtained from the

military specifications and considerations of the airplane mission, are used

to derive the requirements for the automatic flight control equipment after

the characteristics of the contro.lled element have been determined.

DETEIKINATION OF THE CONTROLLED ELEMBT CHARACTERISTICS

A detailed study of the airframe characteristics will show the modes of

automatic control that will be required to ensure that the complete airplane

system requirements are met, This study can be made in the preliminary design

stage of the airplane, since the airframe characteristics are established at

this time and preliminary stability derivatives will be available. This study)

can conveniently be made by means of the airframe perturbation equations.

Approximate airframe damping and natural frequencies can be obtained by means

of the approximate factors for the airframe equations of motion. It is often

helpful to plot these quantities as a function of Mach number and altitude

to aid in establishing critical areas. Bode plots are then constructed for

as many flight conditions as necessary to verify those flight conditions which
appear to be most critical. Preliminary information regarding which airframe

output quantities should be controlled can be determined from the Bode plots,

as discussed in Section 2 of Chapter II, Airframe damping can be obtained on

the analog computer by examination of the airframe transient response to im-

pulse type surface deflections. The study of the effects of controlling

(0
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various airframe output quantities is usually made by considering the

controller and feedback elements as simple gains.., This procedure is

directly analogous to the one used in Chapter II, Section 2e in the

discussion of the equivalent stability derivative approach.

The results of the computer study will establish the requirements

for the automatic flight control system, for they will show whether

stability augmentation is required, and will indicate those airframe

output quantities which should be controlled.

(b) ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS

At this point in the design procedure it is helpful to construct

a preliminary functional block diagram of the automatic flight control

system. Information used to construct this diagram comes from many

sources. The study conducted in the preceding phase will provide in-

formation regarding those airframe 6utput ;-quantities which best lend

themselves to control as well as those airframe input quantities which

show the most promise of providing satisfactory control. A knowledge

of the state of the art of sensing devices is valuable here to establish

which of the possible airplane variables suitable for control can be

satisfactorily measured. In general, an intimate knowledge of system

requirements ahd the characteristics of the various elements, coupled

with a detailed understanding of the possible means of achieving the

ends required, is the main basis for selecting the proper elements for

do€posing a functional block diagram.

7 1
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The configuration of the functional block diagram will indicate the

types of sensing devices required, since the diagram will show which air-

frame output quantities must be controlled. This will indi ate whether

accelerometers, rate or displacement gyros, local flow magnitude and direc-

tion sensors are required, or whether some combination of these or other sen-

sors mon ba used. Even though the specific units to be used. are not chosen

at this point, good judgment is required because it is not always wise to

measure directly the quantity being controlled. For example, it is shown

in Section 3b of this chapter that sideslip angle can be measured better

with a lateral accelerometer than with a local flow direction detector.

It is decisions of this sort that must be made at this time. Final selec-

tion of sensing elements is usually made in the latter part of the analysis

and synthesis phase, after the effect of varying sensor dynamics has been (
determined, and after the required physical nature of the sensor output has

been decided (i.e., electrical, ac or dc, mechanical, etc.)

A detailed functional block diakram can now be drawn which shows all

signal paths and the types of sensing and actuating elements to be used.

The next step in the design is to determine the desired characteristics

for the controller and for each of the other alterable blocks. A brief

summary follows of the degree of alteration which may be available to the

flight controls designer for the various blocks in the systm.

1
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1. Airframe. In the preliminary design phase, certain airframe parameters

can be modified to some extent for the purpose of simplifying the auto-

matic flight control system requirements. Many of the airframe para-

meters however, must be established by other considerations, such as

maxiun altitude, maximum speed, and landing speeds. When the airframe

design has progressed beyond the preliminary ptages, it must usually

be considered unalterable by the automatic flight control system de-

signer, unless some completely unacceptable characteristic is revealed.

2. Surface Actuating System. If time scheduling permits, it is extremely

advantageous not to finalize the design of the surface actuating system

until after the fundtional block diagram has' been constructed. At

iC 0 this time, decisions have been made concerning the type of automatic

!* control required, and it is often possible to achieve great simplifi-

cation by integrating the manual and automatic actuating systems. In

addition, it is sometimes found to be impossible to achieve satis-

factory automatic control when actuating devices are required to

operate through manual control systems that were designed without

giving consideration to the stability augmenter or autopilot. To

insure optium performance for the system combination, it is de-

sirable if the same steps as those outlined here for the design of

the automatic control system can be followed simultaneously for the

manual surface actuating system. This procedure permits the integra-

tion of the pilot's force producing mechanism and surface actuating

mechanim with the stability aupenter and autopilot.

C .
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3. Controller Actuator. The alterability of the controller actuator is some-

what limited by the characteristics of the surface actuating system since

this system makes up a part of the load of the controller actuator. This

Srestriction establishes the range of acceptable maximum output torque or

force, and establishes the method by which the force or torque is trans-

mitted to the surface actuator. Aside from this restriction, the con-

troller actuator, as in the case of the sensing device, is alterable with-

'in the limita6e available off-the-shelf items or of units which can be

developed in time for use.

4. Sensing Devices. Sensing devices are limited as to type by the block

diagram. They are alterable within the limits of available off-the-shelf

items or units capable of being designed in time for use. It is sometimes

economically desirable to use a device already in the airplane if no serious

compromise in performance is caused by this choice.

5. System Controller. This unit is completely alterable. It is this block

which is used to compensate for the characteristics of the other blocks

* by providing equalization and amplification for optimum sysiem performance.

The exact procedure used to determine the desirable characteristics for

each of the alterable blocks depends to a great extent upon the amount of pro-

i iminary information available before the study begins, the degree of altera-

tion available, and on the individual preferences of the designer with regard.

to such techniques as root locus, Bode plots, Nyquist criteria, and analog,
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computation. In addition.. it is always necessary, to make som~e basic

assumptions, since it is never possible to take everything into con-V sideration. These assuptions should be carefully listed in great

detail for later verification by actual test. These considerations

* may modify the procedure outlined below; however, the procedure is

sufficiently general to cover most cases.

If no initial conditions have been established for the sensors and

actuators (they are alterable within the limits of available off-the-

shelf items or of units which can be designed in time for use), it is fre-

1 quebly' ~advantageous to consider these components as simple gains

in the initial stages. Using the airframe perturbation equations,

I. Bode plot and/or root locus studies are then made for inner loops

or, for those parts of the system block diagram capable of being

analyzed separately. The purpose of these studies is to determine the

1 Vequalization and gain necessary for satisfactory system performance.

If the part of the system under analysis is complex, the results of

the paper study should be verified by means of the analog computer.

The next step should be to incorporate what are considered to

be realistic dynamics for the sensors and actuators and to repeat the

Bode plot and/or root locus studies. Any necessary changes in system

equalization or gain can be determined as well as the effects of vary-

ing the characteristics of the sensors and actuators. The results of

'this study should also be verified on the analog 6omputer.

!'I
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As a result of the above study, the tolerable ranges for the characteristics

of the sensing and actuating elements can be established, and a catalog search,

can be made for the purpose of phoosing specific components. If components with
the desired characteristics are not available, it will be necessary to initiate

the design of such components, or to evaluate the deterioration in system per-

formance due to shortcomings of components that are available, or to rearrange

the functional block diagram to permit optimm use of available components,

After selecting actuators and sensors, the linear static and dynamic

characteristics of these components should be incorporated into the mathematical

model representing the system under study. If these characteristics are different

from those considered above, the equalization and system gains previously chosen

hould be checked. This can be accomplished either by Bode plot and/or root

locus studies, orby the use of the analog computer. 0

The analog computer should also be used to study the effects of the compo-

nent nonlinearities. These studies frequently suggest re4:sign or shifting of

physical equipment or modification of equalization so that the undesirable

* effects of the nonlinearities can be Ynih0zed.

After the above procedure has been carried out for every part of the sys-

tem which can be separately analyzed, the *trious parts should be combined,

adding one part or loop at a time, until the entire system is represented.

i11-10 1
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After completing the perturbation studies, it is sometimes advisable

to extend the analysis and synthesis phase of the design procedure to in-

, clude a study of syste" perfornance when subjected to large scale maneuvers.

The complete, six degree of freedom airframe equations of motion should be

used for this investigation. The decision as to whether such an extension

of the analysis and synthesis phase should be made depends largely on the

configuration of the automatic flight control system and on the character-

istics of the airframe. If the automatic flight control system consists

of both lateral and longitudinal channels, the study utilizing the complete

airframe equations of motion should almost certainly be made, since ex-

perience has shown that systems whose parameters have been adjusted for

optimum performance for mall disturbances from level flight are not ne-

cessarily properly adjusted for large disturbances; in fact, such systems

smay be completely unstable under these conditions (see Reference 16 )

Even when the system under design consists merely of a single channel

stability augaenter, the performance of the system during large scale

- maneuvers should be determined if the airframe exhibits strong inertial

coupling (as most supersonic airplanes do). The results of these studies

may reveal that no set of parameters provides satisfactory performance

for both mall and large disturbances, in which case it may be necessary

to rearrange the functional block diagram to utilize other airfrme out-

put quntities which will provide satisfactory performance.
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The desired result of the above study is the detailed system block diagramp ,

with the characteristics of each block completely specified.

As mentioned earlier, individual preferences may place more emphasis on

the use of the analog computer or some technique other than that indicated here.

In addition, if intentional nonlinearities are included, some of the more recent

developments in the analysis of these mechanisms should, of course,. be utilized

(see Reference 17 ).

(c) PROTOTYPE SYSTEMS f
The prototype systems are the physical manifestations of the mathematical

models for the equalizers and other components, which were derived in the pre-

ceding phase. At least two versions of the prototype systems are usually

fabricated, the first of which is a developmental model. A developiental model 0
(sometimes called a "breadboard" model) is normally constructed from layout

sketches and wiring schematics, rather than from formal drawings. It is usually .

constructed in such a way that it has the desired functional characteristics;

however, its physical layout may be different from that anticipated for the pro-

duction system. For example, the developmental model for the electronic portion

of the system might be constructed on any convenient chassis, utilizing any

convenient physical arrangement of components but would consist of the circuit

configuration planned for the production verOW.

,//
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The developmental model is utilized for initial component and

system tests to determine how accurately the physical equipment represents

the mathematical models.. These tests include the determination of compo-

nents and system frequency response, loading effects, linearity, saturation

levels,. switching transients, noise characteristics, etc. The develop-

mental model is also used to conduct closed loop flight simulation, tests

as discussed in the following subsection. The equipment is modified

when necessary, as the testing progresses.

The preproduction model is the second version of the prototype equip-

ment which is normally constructed. It is designed and fabricated during

the test program of the developmental model. This preproduction model

therefore reflects the results of the developmental model test program

K and, in addition, is designed and packaged for simplicity, reliability,

and producibility. The tests discussed above are repeated for the pre-

production system, and in addition, the preproduction system is utilized

for test stand and airplane ground and flight tests as discussed in the

- following subsection.

4. ~(d) TESTIN Ppgn=TF SYSTUS

Vi Many special devices have been developed during the last few years

which facilitate automatic flight control system testing. Some examples
I,! are ultra low frequency osiiU rs, mechanical sine wave generators,

force and displacement transducers, force producers, direct writing

j ! oscillographs, and automatic curve plotting machines. In addition,

£ at least one manufacturer has developed a device which gives a direct

- 111
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Section 2

indication of amplitude ratio and phase lag. for conducting frequency response

tests. In lieu of this device, frequency responses can be determined by re-

cording input and output sine waves simultaneously on a direct writing

oscillograph. Amplitude ratios and phase angles can then be computed from

-,these traces 

Initial tests for a prototype system are made on the individual cmpo-

nents. As discussed previously, these tests are made to determine how accurately

the physical equipment represents the mathematical models that were derived

* " during the synthesis phase. These test results are usually in the form of in-
S put-output relationships and show such characteristics as fiequency response,

static gain, and linearity. Frequency responses should be obtained for several

representative amplitudes at frequencies throughout the frequency range of '

interest for comparison with those _ssumed during the synthesis phase. When 0
the copaponent tests have been compXited, and the components have been modified

as dictated by the test results, the developental model is subjected to system

tests, in which the components are interconnected in the same manner as for

operational use in the aircraft. The characteristics of the sensors, the sur-

face actuating system,, and the airframe are simulated by means of an analog

computer, and representative loads are applied to the controller actuators.'

Modulators, demodulators, and scale changing devices are used'as necessary

to make the analog computer signals compatible with those of the controller.

The system can then be operated under conditions which resemble those en-

countered in flight. Complete system open and closed loop frequency responses

2 111-14
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m can be obtained, as well as system transient response to representative

inputs, These data can then be compared to the results obtained during

the analysis and synthesis phase when the entire system was analoged.

The results of this comparison will reveal any differences between pre-

dicted and actual performance of the prototype system when operating

I with the airframe and surface control system. Of course, the accuracy

of the results is limited by the accuracy of the simulation of the air-

frame and surface control system,

A more accurate representation of operational conditions is ob-

tained through the use of a control systems test stand. Since this

involves the use of the physical components of the surface actuating

system, errors which might be introduced by its simulation are eliminated.

Additional and more realistic tests are permitted because the huaan pilot

control loop can be closed, thus simulating actual flight.

A typical test stand consists of a steel framework upon which are

mounted all the essential elements of the actual control system of the

airplane. These include the complete surface actuating system, pilot's
seat, cockpit controls, and artificial feel devices. Pilot control forces

1' which originate from effects such as the force applied to a bobweight due

to airplane acceleration are produced artificially by force-producing

devices which respond to signals from the analog computer. The auto-

matic control equipment to be tested is installed on the test stand in

a manner representing as closely as possible the actual airplane installa-

tion. Simulated aerodynamic loads are applied to the control surface by

* means of zechanical orL hdraulic springs and dampers.

, , ,+,, +., 11-15
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A pilot!s display is often included to simulate as many as possible of the

visual stimuli to which the pilot responds in flight. Cockpit instruments which

are comonly simulated are the g-meter, airspeed, indicator, altimeter, artificial

horizon, turn and bank indicator, and flight path indicators. For certain

applications an occilloscope may be employed to simulate computing gun sight

indicators and pilot's automatic fire control displays.

Figure IIi-1 is a view of a simulator from above and aft, and shows the

rudder, the elevator, and one aileron. The control cables and hydraulic system

are located beneath the catwalk and cannot be seen in the photograph. A view

of the cockpit area showing the pilot's seat, the control stick and rudaer

pedals, the actuator of a force producing device, and part of the pilot's

display is shown in Figure 111-2.

As in the case of the banch simulation, the airframe dynamics are simu-

lated by means of an analog computer. The computer inputs are voltages pro-

portional to control surface deflections, and its outputs can be voltages

proportional to any or all of the airframe output quantities. These voltages

are then used to operate the pilot's display equipment, the simulated force

producers, the controlled platforms (when these are used), as simulated sensor

inputs to the controller and for recording airframe response on the oscillo-

graph.

111-16 K
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I The controlled platforms mentioned above (occasionally called

ftilt tables" or "roll tables") are sometimes used to produce physical

inputs to the motion sensors. This equipment usually takes the form of

a platform whose angular attitude is. controlled, in one or more degrees

of freedom, by signals from the analog computer. By this means, physical

inputs can be produced for rate and displacement gyros and for low range

lateral and longitudinal accelerometers when the sensors are mounted on

i the platform. Technical difficulties associated with obtaining adequate

speed of response for large platforms have in the past restricted the use

of such devices to applications requiring sall displacement of sensors

of relatively low inertia, except for special research installations.

When a controlled platform is not used, the sensors are simulated by

means of an analog computer.

Additional equipment is required to make the form of the signals

in the simulated equipment compatible with those in the real equipment.
For exumple, the angular rotation of the control surface must be changed

: li to a voltage before it can be used by the analog computer as an input

to the airframe equations. This is usually accomplished by a potentiometer

type pickoff which is attached to the control surface. Nodulators,

damodulators, and scale changing devices are used to change the form and

level ef electric signals.

,M-19
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A block diagram showing a setup for testing a stability augmenter or

one channel of an autopilot on a control system test stand is shown in Figure

TII-3i

" If
Without using a human pilot, open and closed loop frequency responses

can be obtained on the test stand and compared to those of the complete system

analog which was developed during the synthesis phase. Since most surface

control systems are somewhat nonlinear, the effect of input amplitude on the

frequency response should be determined. If the nonlinear effects are greater

than anticipated, design changes can be made so that the undesirable effects

of t e nonlinearities can be minimized. If a sinusoidal force is required for

use in conducting the frequency response tests, this can be conveniently ob-

tained by means of the bobweight force simulatpr, if one is available, by

applying an electrical sine wave input to the simulator. Stick-free transient,

tpsts can be conducted by deflecting and then releasing the proper cockpit

control manually. A method of obtaining system response to arbitrary force

inputs consists of applying the desired electrical function to the bobweight

force simulator,

As mentioned previously, the use of the test stand permits additional and

more realistic tests to be conducted for those operating odes in which the

human pilot is included in the control loop, For these configurations, tests

can be conducted with a pilot sitting in the cockpit and "flying" the simula-

tor by observing the instruments mounted on the pilotts instrument panel.

Such tests permit pilot evaluation of a system much earlier in the design

111-20
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Section 2

program than by any other method. Since actual operating conditions

are much more closely simulated than was the case when the entire system

was analoged, the test stand provides information that would otherwise

be obtained only in flight. This reduces the magnitude of the flight

test program. Quite realistic tests can be arranged for certain condi-

tions which arise due to the tactical mission of the aircraft. For

example, if the system under test is a stability augmenter whose purpose

is to aid the pilot in aiming his weapons, a simulated tracking condition

could be mechanized, including the dynamics of the gunsight. For this

condition the gun sight pipper might be represented as one trace on the

face of a dual beam oscilloscope, the other beam being used as a target

indication. In this manner, the effect on tracking proficiency of varying

system parameters can be rapidly determined at a sufficiently early date 0

to permit any indicated design changes to be conveniently made.

Another important application of the controls test stand is found

in investigating the results of possible component failures which might

cause sudden, large amplitude, surfaco deflection. In this application,

a systematic program is conducted to effect various failures such as tube

failures, and open and short circuits. It is usually wise to obtain

results for these tests both with and without the pilot in the loop,

since experience has shown that the pilot sometimew causes a more severeI-

maneuver than if he had not reacted at all. In those cases where there

is any question regarding the structural safety of the airplane because

of component failures, tests of this nature are almost mandatory

111-22
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because of the danger involved in determining these effects. in

flight.

The greatest limitation in ground tests involving the use of the

hwnan pilot lies in the difficulty of adequately simulating the cues

to which he responds in flight. Although a pilot's display can be

constructed which will adequately supply the pilot with visual stimuli

to simulate instrument flight, for non-instrment flight the pilot

responds in some unknown way to such cues as the apparent motion of.

clouds or the earth and the position of the horizon and other air-II
planes. Completely ignored are the effects -f such factors as his

physical orientation, and the accelerations to which he would be sub-

jected in actual flight. For these reasons, test stand tests should

be restricted to those condition, in which the effects of tho above

limitations are considered unimportant.

At the completion of the test stand program, the prototype equip-

ment should be installed in an airplane for ground tests. These will

provide verification of the results obtained on the test stand. If

a flight simulation program was not conducted on the test stand, the
procedures as outlined above should be carried out with the airplane

substituted for the test stand. In addition, tests should be con-

ducted to establish suitable inspection test procedures to be used

for the production system.
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Flight simulation tests on the airplane are conducted in the same

manner as outlined for the test stand. All the comments made above with
,respect to test procedures and test equipment for the control system test

stand apply to the ground airplane tests, including the use of the analog
computer to simulate flight, If an extensive program has been conducted

* on the test stand, this portion of the airplane ground tests will probably

be limited to verifying that the performance of the system on the airplane

does not differ significantly from the performance observed on the test

stand. This can often be accomplished without the use of a human pilot,

* I but with the aerodynamic loop closed, by obtaining frequency and transient

responses for comparison with previous test stand results. Conversely, if

the test stand was not utilized, it will be useful to carry out airplane

ground tests similar in nature and scope to those mentioned in the discussion )
of the test stand. As mentioned previously, such tests have the dual ad-

vantage of saving flight time (and therefore cost) and of determining the

effects of varying system parameters much more rapidly than could be

accomplished in flight.

Inspection test procedures are required to ensure that malfunctioning

components are not installed in airplanes when the system reaches the pro-

duction stage. In addition, most automatic flight control systems require

individual adjustments after installation in the airplane to compensate for

component and airplane tolerances. Procedures for accomplihMng this must be

- developed and written in such a way that the tests can be conducted by

111-24
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mechanics or technicians not familiar with automatic control system

theory. Since these test procedures are often quite complicated,,

even for a single channel stability augmenter, it is almost mandatory

that experiment be relied upon to some extent if a realistic test

procedure is to be developed. A method which experience has sown

to be satisfactory consists of first writing a preliminary but de-

tailed test procedure and then carrying out this procedure on an

' airplane at the earliest possible date and modifying as necessary.

The first system available for this test will normally be the prototype

I system installed in the airplane used for ground tests.

The final evaluation of the operating characteristics of an auto-

matic flight control system is, of course, made by means of flight test.

VThe magnitude of the flight test program depends to a large extent on

the type of system being tested and on the amount of ground test that

V preceded. If a thorough flight 'imulation program has been conducted

by means of either the controls test stand or airplane gr,-ound test for

a system in which the airframe dynamics are adequately simulated by

the linearized perturbation equations, the flight test may consist of

no more than verification of the results previously obtained on the

ground. For more complex systems, however, such as a multi-channel

maneuverable autopilot, some development work and optimization of

system parameters must be accomplished during the flight test phase.
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This condition arises primarily from the effects of those airframe and +pilot

characteristics which were neglected during the previous tests.

The same airframe output and input quantities which were recorded during
it ground tests should be recorded in flight. A sufficient number of additional J

quantities should be recorded to facilitate analysis of system operation in

the event that unexpected modes of operation occur. In addition, those quan-

tities which define flight condition and airframe configuration should be

recorded. The recording devices for flight test normally consist of a photo-

graphic type recording oscilograph and a motion picture camera. The oscillo-

graph accepts voltages from the sensors and transducers, and the camera is used

to photograph an instrument panel (usually called a "photopanel") upon which

are mounted duplicates of applicable pilotts flight instuments. Sensors for

flight test instrmentation can be any of those discussed previously for use

with automatic flight control systems.

The initial stages of the flight test program should consist of a re-

petition of those tests which were conducted in the flight simulation ground

tests to verify the results obtained there, Depending on the type of system

being tested, it may then be desirable to extend the program to those condi-

tions which were not simulated during ground tests. These may consist of

simulated tactical situations or large scale turning maneuvers involving

considerable coupling between longitudinal and lateral airframe modes which

are difficult to simulate on the analog computer. Since these represent new,

111-26
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test conditions, the results of this phase may call for some redesign

or readjustment of system parameters.

(e) DESIGN OF PRODUCTION COMPONENTS

The design of the production components cannot be said to occur

chronologically at this point, 'but it should be completed at approxi-

mately the same time as the flight test program for the prototype

I equipment, It can be said to begin at the time the sensors and ac~mtors

'are chosen. Design work then continues throughout the synthesis and

analysis phase, utilizing the design requirements which are derived there,

until the system controller has been designed. This nozrally completes

the preliminary design work, and the preproduc4on system is fabricated

to these drawings. As the preproduction system testing progresses,

design changes are made and the equipment modified as the test results

dictate. In this manner, production design work is completed at the

I conclusion of the flight testing of the preproduction system.

The results of the design procedure to this jpint consist of the

system and component detail specifications and a complete set of draw-

ings. These are used by the production facility or by an outside

vendor to manufacture production components.

(f) TESTING OF PRODUCTION SYSTM

Three tasks remain to be accomplished at this point:

1. To establish test procedures to be used for routine inspection
of production components and systems

C
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2. To verify that operation of the production system does not differsignificantly from that of the prototype

3. To conduct qualification tests.

One method of conducting inspection tests for the individual components

Is by means of a bench standard system. To construct the bench standatd, de- j

tailed tests are conducted on each component vf the automatic flight control

system until a complete set of components is found whose characteristics fall

approximately in the center of their individual tolerance bands. This set of

components is then interconnected in a normal manner to form a complete opera-

ting bench standard system. Additional equiment, such as controlled platforms,

junction boxes, signal sources, simulated actuator loads, and measuring and

recording devices, are required to operate the bench standard system. Routine

inspection tests are conducted by substituting the *ponent to be tested for

its equivalent in the bench standard. Its operation is then checked with the

standard components. The inspection tests should, of course, be as brief and

as straightforward as possible since they will be conducted by nontechnical

personnel, but they must be of sufficient detail to ensure that components not

meeting the requirements of the drawings and specifications will not be accepted

for use.

In the first production airplane installation, the inspection test pro-

cedure previously derived with the aid of the prototype system should be

verified. As mentioned earlier, this test provides a check of system operation

for the airplane installation and a means of making any necessary adjustments.

III
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I This inspection test procedure is used for each airplane installation

S I throughout the production run.

To verify that the operation of the production airplane installation

does not differ significantly from that of the prototype system, it will

usually be necessary to conduct more extensive tests than those of the

11 routine inspection for the first production insta]J ' .. Despite good

I intentions, some differences will always exist between prototype and

production systems because, in general, they will not be fabricated by

1 the same people or to the same drawings. The prototype-system is made

11 to the preliminary drawings and then modified during prototype testing

as dictated by the test results. Due to the pressures of a tight

i ii schedule, these modifications are often made in haste and may therefore

* inot adhere to good design practice. Such deficiencies would# of course,

be corrected in the production version, but these changes, sometimes have

unexpected effects on system operation. For exaple, a change in the

design for an actuator mounting bracket between prototype and production

has been known to cause instability in the production system due to time-

lag introduced by a reduction in structural rigidity. To determine the

magnitude of such effects, open loop frequency response tests sho* be

conducted as well as tests to determine the system threshold and back-

lash. If these tests reveal significant differences from the prototype

system, the aerodynamic loop should be closed by means of the analog

computers to determine the effects on closed loop operation.

"* !:111-29
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To provide final evaluation of the production system, a brief flight

test program should be conducted. This may consist of repeating a few of the

tests that were conducted for the preproduction system. If a thorough ground

test program has been conducted, flight test for the production system should

be quite brief and may be accomplished in one or two flights.

In addition to the quality control maintained by the inspection tests,

the military services demand assurances that flight equipment will have an

adequate service life and will operate satisfactorily in any environment

likely to be encountered. These assurances must take the form of the results

of tests performed in accordance with certain military specifications. The

military specification uf Reference 19 establishes uniform procedures for

testing aeronautical and associated equipment under simulated and accelerated,

climatic and environmental conditions. In the past, actual tests to be con-

ducted have been determined jointly by the customer and the contractor.

Applicable paragraphs of Reference 19 were then called out in the detail

specification for the system. A recently propzsed specification* calls

out explicit environmental tests for each type of automatic flight control

system. These tests must be conducted on production components, and it is

desirable to perform the tests as early as possible so that any indicated

design changes can be incorporated before an appreciable portion of the pro-

duction contract has been completed.

• See footnote,bottom of page 111-3.
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) SBTION 3.- AN EXWPE DESIGN PROBLM

This section describes the step by step procedure which was

used in the actual design of a stability augmenter. Although the

system discussed is relatively simple compared to a complete auto-

matic flight control system, the problems encountered in its design

are sufficiently typical to illustrate the design procedure dis-

cussed in Section 2.

(a) PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

As indicated in the previous section, the first step in the

design of an automatic flight control system is the determination of

the requirements, and these in turn are derived from the requirements

for the complete aircraft system. To simplify this analysis, only

the lateral directional requirements are considered here. The airplane

under consideration is a rocket firing jet fighter and its mission is

to intercept and destroy bomber type aircraft through the use of an

automatic fire control computer. The mechanization of the fire control

computer used is based on the assumption that the airframe sideslip

I; angle is zero. On this basis, hit probability considerations require

that the sideslip angle be less than .005 radians at the time the

rockets are fired. On the basis of the mission described above, the

following airplane system requirements can be listed:

111-31
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1. Spurious lateral directional displacements must be minimized to permit i
a smooth tracking run to be made.

2. Transient sideslip angle must be minimized and steady state sideslip
kept less than .005 radians to provide satisfactory hit! ppbability.

3. The flying qualities specification for the damping of the latoral
directional oscillation must be met.

i ~Requirement No. 3 imposes a minimum damping ratio no larger than =!

0.15.* Since a damping ratio this low would permit a considerable amount of

spurious lateral directional motion, Requirements 1 and 2 ar-e more severe.

Stherefore, a system meeting Requirements 1 and 2 will easily meet the dutch

roll damping requirements of the handling qualities specifications. Assume

that it has been determined (by analog computer studies or by some other means)

that the basic airframe will not meet the dutch roll damping requirements of

the specifications, and therefore that some form of stability augmentation will

be required. The immediate problem consists of determining the type of auto-

matic control which shows the most promise of ensuring that the above require-

ments are met.

(b ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS
One commonly used method for au~ienting dutch roll stability is to make'

ithe rudder deflection a function 6f yaw velocity (t-). This tends to augment

$ the stability derivative Al, , and as shown in Figure 11-10, will increase

the damping of the dutch roll mode. Although the yaw rate damper tends to

reduce dynamic sideslip, it in no way minimizes steady state sideslip angle,

- and since this is one of our requirements, another device would be required

j to accomplish this.

*At the time this systa was designed, the specification of(Reference 20 and 21)

; ,were applicable.
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SECTION3 - AN EXAMPLE DESIGN PROBLEM

This section describes the step by step procedure which was

used in the actual design of a stability augmenter. Although the

system discussed is relatively simple compared to a complete auto- '

matic flight control system, the problems encountered in its design

are sufficiently typical to illustrate the design procedure dis-

cussed in Section 2.

(a) PRELIINARY* ANALYSIS

As indicated in the previous section, the first step in the

design of an automatic flight control system is the determination of

the requirements, and these in turn are derived from the requirements

for the complete aircraft system. To simplify this analysis, only

the lateral directional requireents are considered here. The airplane

under consideration is a rocket firing jet fighter and its mission is

to intercept and' destroy bomber type aircraft through the use of an

automatic fire control computer. The mechanization of the fire control

computer used is based on the assumption that the airframe sideslip

angle is zero. On this basis, hit probability considerations require

that the sideslip angle be less than .005 radians at the time the

rockets are fired. On the basis of the mission described above, the

following airplane system requireents can be listed:

111 3



KA more satisfactory method of providing augmentation is to control

Sideslip angle*. since this pernits minimiziation of transient and steady

st -be sideslip as well as improvement in dutch roll damping. The most

direct way of achieving this sort of control is to measure Sideslip

angle and to use this signal# after subjecting it to propeeqaiton

* **to control the rudder as shown in the block diagram ol' Pi~i.11

IiI

SideslipSideslip

Fiu -~ 4 Preigminary funchonal BlIock ira -
for Sideslip Stabilitq iqumentoraI

In -33
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It will be noted that the system as proposed requires the use of a

device to measure sideslip angle. Direct measurement of sideslip. by local

flow direction detectors is difficult because these detectors have certain

F basic faults* 'in addition to being subject to adverse angle of attack effects

and local flow disturbances. For these reasons, direct measurement of sieslip

2It was shown in Equation (1-86) that an accelerometer provides a "4

at the coge II

c,- thO "rudder deflect ion contribution to (Z

oy s- the sideslip angle contribution to a r t

Equation (III-1) shows that the lateral acceleration at the airframe c.g.

is proportional to sideslip 4' whenever 4 0

I *see Chapter IU, Section 5.,
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The effect of 0"& could "be removed by subtracting an electrical signal

t proportional to from the accelermeter signal; however, this

I requires additional equipment.

The effect of the rudder motion on the accelerometer signal can be

reduced by the method illustrated in Figure 111-5. This figure shows

the accelerometer located forward of the airframe c.g. The position

which gives minimum rudder effect is the center of percussion, whichS 'sI:I
defined as the point along a body about which the body starts to rotate

without translation for a fOrco impulse at a specific point. For a

force impulse at the rudder, the position of the center of percussion for

an airframe is given by

*~xv

where T is the airframe radius of gyration about the "ff> axis

and 4 and . are shown in Figure 111-5.

The acceleration at the center of percussion will be denoted

1by C 1and is given by

i}, /

*See for example, Leigh Page, Introduction to Theoretical Phyics,

D. Van Nostrand & Co., New York, 1935, pp 132.C)
*1
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To determine how this accelerometer position will affect the character-

istics of the controlled element, a composite Bode diagram Was constructed as

shown in Figure Mi-6, This figure shows ,,and

plotted on the sawe diagram. Inspectiont of this diagram' reveals the following

interesting poins..

S (!) At frequencies below the dutch .roll natural frequency; either

' accelerometer position gives a satisfactory indication of

sideslip angle, 
, !

' accelerometer position provides signals exactly proportional

to sideslip angle,, although-the center of percussion .gives a

more accurate indication than does the c~c.

I.

Satisfactory, performance can be taly with an

Sacceleroeter located at the center of percussion 
beauen ofsh

plotedonthe lowser amp.itude ratio at th s higher frequencies. t f

L I 
;ee 

s W,36 ,
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Oft the basis of these considerations it was concluded that good

C)system perfonancee could be obtained if a suitable acceleromreter oould

be found.

+08

4

T"'1

~'iq ., 6 Comp no Sid'sJI? fnqg~ilerC2af ion 01Cne
of~~o it~~t 0dicak mTon Trwd Of Cmttroffravtg
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The block diagram for the system using lateral acceleration as the

controlled'airframe output quantity is shown in Figure; 111-171 il

Zpucce er teral Okcelera ion at

I !iqvre rn- Prelimmnarq Block Diagr(Lm for Sidei; Stabiq'
'te''Euqentor with Lteral El-ccelerat o~

it would adversely affect the coordingtion in aileron turns. This is Uiis-

trated in Figure III-$ which shows that a yawing acceleration occurs when at

turn is entered.'Te, F obtiuint the accelerometer signal .(see

Equation (111-31) would cause a rudder deflection which would oppose the

- aingacceleration, thus, causing the airframe to sideslip as it enters

the turn. After a steady state turn is established.. however, there would'be

I ro effect due to k' ,since I-is tero.

x1-

4 0
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One simple method for counteracting thistednyitopvdeo

the rudder a lagging signal proportional to the aileron deflection. Thus,,

when right aileron is applied, this lagging aileron signal will deflect

the rudder to the right to counteract the 4s' portion of the acceler-
a meter signal. This method wa.s used in this example and the determin~ation

of the magnitude of the time lag will be demonstrated in the section deal-

ing with the analog computer study.
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Since sideslip stabilization is to be -used in manual flight, it 'in advan-

tageous to use a series linkage.to tie the actuator into the rudder surface

actuator. This will allow the pilot to add rudder motion to the stability aug-

reenter when he desires to sideslip the airplane. In addition, the rudder

motions due to the augmenter are not fed back to the-pilot through ,pedal motion,

and thus, confusing feel characteristics are avoided. The restrictions which

this requirement places on the controller actuator would depend, of course, on

the surface actuating system configuration. In this example, the surface

actuating package had been previously designed as a fully powered hydraulic

system, but the design of the artificial feel mechanism had been delayed pending

determination of the requirements for the controller actuator.

It is advantageous to include manual rudder trim in the system to minimize (3
problems arising from the series installation of the actuator. This ia easily

done by feeding a signal proportional to the desired trimangle into the rudder

actuator, as shown in Figure 111-9.

Little can be said about the system control unit at this point, except that

it must accept signals from the accelerometer, aileron position sensor and pilots

trim sensor, provide equalization in accordance with requirements yet to be de-

termined, and provide driving signals to the actuating device which are propor-

tional to the modified sensor signals. The signals to the controller will al-

most certainly be electrical and may be either ac or do depending on the types o

of sensors available.

111-40
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This "fncludes the derivation of the basic system configuration.

The system block diagram showing -,iI signal paths and the general types

of sensing and actuating elements to be used is presented in Figure

III-9. The stability augmenter as shown should provide good two control

operation, since it will tend to minimize sideslip, even for aileron in-

the rudder pedals.

A list of the sensing and actuating elements along with their

desirable characteristics, as thus far determined is presented below.

1. Accelerometer - Must be capable of providing an electrical
output proportional to lateral acceleration.

C) 2. Aileron position sensor - Must produce anwelectrical signal

proportional to aileron deflection. A cable driven
potentiometer would provide this signal.

3. Pilotts trim device - Must provide an electrical signal
which indicates the pilot's desired rudder trim angle.
A knob driven potentiometer located in the cockpit would
accomplish this function.

4. Actuator - Must be capable of providing an output motion
proportional to an electrical input from the control
unit. Series installation is required, and an eztensible
link type actuator is a natural for this.,

114
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The required accelerometer threshold can be obtained through the ,

Luse of Equation (I1-33) which is repeated here fo r referenice. '

*Equation (111-4) gives the relationship betweden and

i and -since, in the steady sttea, 'Equation (11-4), ca be

1 written ,as:

C) 'This relationship is plotted as a function of (impact pressure) C,

for several values of 4' in Figure II-10.

It was decided. that the acceleraeter should have a threshold

corresponding U o a sideslip angle no larger than one tenth the system

requirment of .005 radians. Although this ratio is somewhat arbitrary,
* , :' I.the accelerometer threshold is made much less than the syste requiruient

to make allowances for the thresholds and deadbands in the other ociponents.

From Figure III-10, it will be noted that the accelerations equivalent

to - .0005 radians decreases with 'The accelerometer threshold

should therefore be established at the low etf whic is on

sidered, representative of a tactical flight condition. This- value is

approxiaately 140 paf which corresponds to .75 aeh nuaber at an altitude

C')- 3
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Sectioni: 3

of 45,000 feet. For this condition, the Value of Z/ corresponding.

to .0005 radians is approximately 0.3 milli-Gts.
less,

To insure that the phase lag of the accelerometer would be snail

in the frequency range of interest, the: minimum accelerometer natural

frequency was established at ten times the airframe maximum natural

frequency. Reference to Table III-1 shows to be approxi-

mately 2.2 radians per second or .35 cps# On this basis, the minimum

natural frequency for the accelerometer was chosen as 3.5 cps.

A catalog search revealed a qualified accelerometer with the

following characteristics.,

<C) 1. Threshold less than 0.1 milli-G's..

2. Linearity ±5%

3. Range ±0.3G

4. Natural frequency 3 cps

5. Damping Ratio 0.3

6. Sensitivity, 8v/G when excited by 115V, 400 cps

Although the natural frequency of this accelerometer is slightly

below 3.5 cps, it was found to be the only qualified accelerometer

available which met the threshold requirement. It was therefore de-

cided to utilize the characteristics of this accelerometer in the

analysis and synthesis phase to determine whether satisfactory per-

formance could be achieved. It is a spring-mass-daper accelermeter

111-45
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and its transfer function was derived in Chapter ii and. given by Eqtxatiofl (11-83).

it is .repeated here i-n slightly different form.

fl where

Since a satisfactory electrohydraulic series ser o actuator had been

developed for a previous system, it was decided that this actuator should

r be used for the sideslip stability augmenter, The open loop transfer

function for this actuator when driving a spring restrained load was given in

Equation (II-lAi) as

where and *The symbols an ~ are

defined in Chapter 12 Section 7, and A< is the load spring rate. Since

for this particular series installationh the load spring rate will be mallI

*1 enough to be neglected, Equation (111J-7) is written as

K 111-46 
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Oetting results I-n

The electrobydraulic actuator is used as a position servo as shown in

* QFigure 111-U.1, where is 'the amplifier gain,, A , is the. feedback

potentiometer gain and c-is the actuator displacement,

Fiqgtre IH11 Controller, fetuator !.ontrol Loop
111-47



Section 3

The closed loop transfer function for Figure TII-U is given by.

Cc 5 4 ,,~ .jii

or

HI where A- " and ? '0

I ue to the difficulty in accirately determining and the loop

was adjusted for optimum performance experimentally. After this adjustment

it was found that 7/M .03 seconds. The gain control e,4 is left to

'1 be determined as an alterable design element of the system during the detail

design procedures subsequent to the system analysis and synthesis*.

The surface actuator for 4h4 aircraft under consideration consisted of

a full-powered hydraulic systen. It was found eperimentally that this Bystem

could be represented by

5-1-
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0where fq 0.03 seconds, and 10.6 deg/inch.

The airframe transfer function is given by,

/f

I5.

Numerical values for Equation (111-12) are givenin Table 111-1- for

seven flight conditions.

The basic sideslip stability augmenter is shown with these transfer

functions in Figure 111-12. The remaaning problem is to deieefine the

equalization required in the systaen controlunit'.

*Note that 7"! and C, differ from Z and #

(as given inEuation (11-41) becluse of the relocation of the

111-49'
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*It will be noted from the preceding discussion and from Figure

1-12 that the only alterable block remaining in the system is the

system control unit. The remaining steps in the analysis and synthesis

S60teLmrn ol. Sro fictua or Ruddcrlc uaOr

IIR

K Lateral 'Elccelerometer
'IA

* ~~:Fiure Mi- 12 Basic Loop of Sideslip StAbi lif 'Ekiqmentor

*phase are concerned with determining those characteristics of the system

*control unit which will provide performande meeting the system require-

/ ments. This is accomplished by Bode plots and root locus and the results

are verified on the analog computer.
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Section 3

Figure 111-13 is a generic Bode plot of the transfer function

fj, (for the spirally divergent conditions) and of th . fete open loop transfer (7)

function indicated in Figure 111-12, in which the system control unit is re-

presented by a pure gain, 6 it, is apparent that with a pure gain term for

the system control unit, there is no value of system gain I* p. ,A ,

which can be used satisfactorily. This fact is even more evident in the root

locus sketch corresponding to the Bode plot of Figure 11-13 . The root locus

sketch, is shc~wn in Figure III-14.*

From the root locus, it can be seen that, there is only a very slight in-

crease in dutch roll damping, as the system gain is increased. As the system

gain is increased further, the dutch roll damping begins to decrease. Note

also that when the gain is high enough, the dutch roll becomes unstable.

To increase the dutch roll damping, a lead term of the formT *--
must be used in the system control unit to increase the phase margin near0

dutch roll frequencies. The lead circuit will arbitrarily ,be chosen so that

the phase angle is increased by about 60P for the lowest dutch roll natural

frequency to be expected which is approximately 0.6 radian per second. .

Choosing- to be 0.3 radian per second should satisfy this condition.

The generic Bode plot now appears as in Figure 111-15.

To attenuate high frequency noise inputs and also to provide for a larger

operating gain margin, a lag must be used in conjunction with the lead so that

the system control unit transfer function becomes

*For simplicity, the assumption has been made that TAXJ in the root
locus diagram of Figure 111-14. In addition, all the root locus diagrams used
in this ex;mple are based on a phase angle of 0 degrees rather than 180 degrees,,
due to the sign change which occurs in the scontroller. (See reference 8,' page
III-21.)

111-52
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Section 3I

Tn 6

The effect of the lag term on the equalized airframe controller combination

is shown in Figure 111-15,

To simplify the noenclature, the term ,-is introduced where

The term in brackets represents the alterable gain elements in the

pbysical system.

Note that with the lead-lag network, a rather large value of controller gain

coA/ , can be used before system instability sets in. This is indic ated

in the root locus plot in Figure 111-16. It should also be noted that the

magnitude of the lag time constant is critical. The effect of TB
is shown in the root locus plots in Figure n1-17. j

In Figure 11-17a, the - ratio is relatively mall, and as a

result, the effective phase lead from the (7 5*1) term is reduced.

Consequently, the. advantage gained by using the lead term is lessened and

the root locus plot resembles that for the pure gain system shown in

Figure I1144. As T,# is decreased, the Dutch roll damping can be in--

creased more and more, as indicated in Figure 11I-17b,

11-56 +C
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Section 3.

- Since the dutch roll natural frequency varies with flight condition,

it will be necessary to vary the characteristics of the controller lead

lag network with some flight parameter, to provide proper equalization

throughout the flight regime of the airplane. As demonstrated above,

this can be conveniently done by varying the controller lag time constant

j . Since the airframe steady state gain also varies through wide, ,

limits it will also be necessary to vary the controller steady state gain

with some flight parameter.
C :COA,

The determination of the two controller parameters /c 5 and 7-

was accomplished by means of Bode plots, as shown in Figure 111-18. The

controller steady state gain oV7 was chosen first by selecting a system

zero db line, or "closure line" in such a way that a 40 degree phase margin

is obtained near the dutch roll natural frequency. The value for /_

was then measured directly from the Bode plot and p" determined by

means of Equation (III-14).. Application of this procedure to the seven

flight conditions listed in Table III-1 provided the values shown for

,K r in Table 111-2 and Figure 111-19.

CO'VrV

Co? ~ P VK (p) (/owrE)( 1Jb) ______

I 85 0.102 +17 6.69 65.5

II 140 0.00683 - 8 .398 56.9

III 155 0.0142 - 6 .5 35.2

IV 245 0.0145 -8.5 .376 <% 25.9

V 310 0.027 -8 .398 1.4.75

VI 375 0.0355 -,7 .446 12 55

VII 880 0.0904 -9 355 3;93 °

Table II-2 Preliminary Estimate. fr /r

'I-59
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bekia sit)eci± of Td' was 'based on the assuuption 'that an 8 db difference

beteenthegan lne ndthe asymrtptote bra tin dqaeogv

a -altisfactory gai margin ( see Figure 111-18), Ag~1.n 7,-e can be measured

Ii~AiLy flo the B~ode Ploht and the results~ for thei seven flight conditions are

gin~ ia Table3 111-1 and ar plotted as a function of, in Figure I111-20.
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I5.6 .179

II2.7 .37

III5.3 41$9

IV 3.8 .263

V 4.5 i222

VI 5.3 .189

VII 8.3 .121

Tabl 11-3 Preliminary Estimates o

A straight line approximation to the plotted points is drawn in Figure C
~~ Thin curve can be obtained physically by a linear potentiometer posi-

tioned by 0 The two lower points correspond to Condition I and III, an d

are ignored because they do not represent combat flight conditions.

Asiuing that the values of Kci..vv , and 7j, given in Figures 111-19

2 and 111-20 are correct, the uideslip stability augmenter syste would give

adequate damping ratio J in the order of 0.6 or 0.7) for the dutch roll

oscillation. However,, there is one basic fault 'with the system as it now

stands.

Consider Figure 321-18 and the A~coliun in Table 111-2. For all

but one condition, the system open'loop gain <& is a'relatively small ,,

value. It is a well-kmwn fact that for any servo systani, the steady state

311-62
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i'

errors increase as the system gain decreases. For the sideslip stability

augmenter system, the low system gains lead to poor trimming characteristics

which are manifested by steady state sideslip angles or side accelerations. 4,

The poor trimming characteristics .of the system can be remedied by raising

the controller gain. However, raising the gain indiscriminately would make

the system unstable as indicated by the Bode and root locus plots. What is

actually required is the raising of the do or low frequency system gain to

improve the trimming qualities without altering the dutch roll equalization

previously determined.

One method of improving the trimming qualities is to add a pure integrator

in parallel with the lead-lag rate circuit. Then the corpit systea control

unit transfer function becomes 0

s1 O 
;iiiwhich can be rewritten as -A

62-

where

IleI
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It will be noted that the equalization lead break frequency a6)

is related to , the controller gain through the integrator.

This relationship is such that the complete open loop Bode diagram

near and above the dutch roll frequency is changed Very little by the

addition of the integrator. This is apparent in Figure 111-21, which

is the generic Bode plot for the complete system for two values of

A vrY. (after 7-Pq' and have been adjusted to give good

dutch roll characteristics).

Note that at frequencies above I , the Bode plots of Figures

111-18 and 111-21 are similar. Note also that although both gains

will give zero steady state positional error, the system with the higher

gain (curve #2) will reach the steady state sooner than the lower

C) gain system. This is evident from the fact that the subsidence mode

introduced by closing the loop has a time constant 7C , which is approx-

imately equal to the reciprocal of the frequency at which the system

zero db line intersects the low frequency portion of the open loop system

amplitude curve.* It is evident therefore, that the trimming time

constant, re can be selected by proper choice of the controller gain

through the integrator k -

The desired value of -e was based on the required value for trimming

rate during the. last few seconds prior to firing the rockets. The only

*See Reference 8 for a discussion of the relationships between open and"
closed loop systems.
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.1 0
requirement for rapid trim changes during this time arises when a significant

change in airspeed is made. Since one of the requirements of the fire control

system used in this airplane specifies that essentially constant airspeed

* [ should be maintained during the last 10 seconds prior to firing, it was de-

cided that it would be desirable if any steady state sideslip, were reduced

to a negligible value in 10 seconds. Since a first order lag reaches 9 per

cent of its final value in three time constants, the requirement can be stated

mathematically as

(7) T5_z~2
C 7C

It should be nbted that the selection of the contraller gain

based on the desired value of 7 does not necessarily result in a system with40
satisfactory stability. Since the requirement for stability was of prime im-

portance, while the desired value of 7 was considered to be of secondary

importance, was selected by the following method. The controller gain

was selected to give the desired value of 7 when this selection

did not result in a system phase margin of less than 40 degrees. For those

cases where edoNT. as selected above resulted in phase margins .of less than

40 degrees, f was reduced to obtain the desired phase margin, which of

course resulted in larger values for 7 . Actual values of - /

.were determined graphically by the method shown in Figure 111-22.

Application of the procedure to the seven flight conditions of Table III-1
resulted in values for A _ as given in Table 111-4 and Figure 111-23.
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i0

I 85 0.102 +14.5 5.31 52

I 140 0.00683 -6.5 .473 69.2

II 155 0.0142 - .5 .59 41.6

IV 245 0.0145 -5.5 .53 36.5

V 310 0.027 -4.5 .59 21.9

. J vI 375 0,0355 -2.5 .75 21.1

VII 880 0.0904 -1.5 .84 9.3

Table 1.-4 Preliminary Estimates for 4  0

Here again, the calculated points can be approximated by a function of impact j

pressure. In this case, -

Using the preliminary estimates for and , , and as

given by the straight line approximations in Figure 111-19, 311-20, and 111-23,

* the Bode plots corresponding to the seven flight conditions are given in Figure

111-24 through 111-30. Frm the figures, it can be seen that for each of the

conditions,

3F) 3 Te -

gain margin 6 db

phase margin 0- 4 degrees

11"-69
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Section 3

The first relation in Equations (lI1-18) assures that any steady

,.! state side acdelerations will be trirned out within 12 seconds. The

last two relations in Equations (111718) give a dutch roll damping ratio

in the neighborhood of O.4, a value which is considerably higher than

any of those for the basic airframe alone. To verify these observations,,

the root locus for Condition V is presented in Figure M11-31*.

This root locus plot is constructed by keeping the ratio of

to constant (see Equation 111-16) while varying

This of course means, tW and , andra l are both varied to

obtain 'the plot. The ratio used corresponds to the values chosen from

-Figures 111-19 and 111-23'for this flight condition or

(2......) ....... _= . 2 . O©

< The figure shows that the dutch roll damping ratio has been increased

from 0.033 to 0.39 for the gains chosen. It, will also be, n.tv that

the daping of the dutch roll mode could be increased by increasing

, (keepin ini indthat must also be increased to,

00
keep the ratio Aa constant). Cofsi'ider a value of

* which will give the aximum damping for the auiented

dutch roUl mode. Fog this condition of e9g W --

*This conition is obese. because ~t most olose~y approaches what mayr
be oensidered a typiel ombt ceadt ., .

=41
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T Section3

is 5$,2.. However, with this value for {l/.ra , the mode created by

*combining -the 1e and e roots will be only-O,26 damped.

* Furthermore, if the gains for this condition are to be increased, the

gains for the other six conditions would probably have to be increased to
Tp

.preserve the desirable mechanization curves, ie., to preserve the functions

XCW -an. For most of the other six

... conditions, the augmented dutch roll mode damping is already near a maximum.

value for the values of < and chosen. Raising these gains. ',

would,'not only decrease the damping of the (- )-(* ) mode, but would

also decrease the damping of the augmented dutch roll mode.

Therefore, for the time being, the values of 1coV7,- 7e and

given in Figures 111-19,111-20. and 111-23 will be assmued to be correct.

These values lead to the results discussed following Equation (111-18).

The next step in the analysis and synthesis phase of the design procedure

consists of an analog computer study to check the validity of the transfer

function chosen for the system control unit, and to determine the effects of

possible system inherent nonlinearities.

() ANAIOG COM4PUTER STUDIES
The equations used for the analog computer program are the airframe equa-

tions given in Chapter II and the sideslip stability augmenter equations.

I The airframe equations were given in Chapter II as Equations (II-29 The

sideslip stability augmenter equations used are given by Equations (111-6)i,..

111-86 C
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Section 3

(13n-10), and (111-16). The transfer function for the surface actuator
Sis given by Equation (III-ll). These equations were mechanized on the

analog computer and the test results were recorded by means of a direct

inking recording oscillograph,

toFigure 111-32 shows the response of the basic airframe of Condition

+V toa pulse rudder input. The poor damping of the dutch roll mode and
the divergence of the spiral mode (as shown in the / trace) are clearly

evident.

The effect of the lead lag equalizer / on the

dynamic response is shown in Figure 111-33. For this trace

13.5 (from Figure 111-19),* and = .228 (from Figure

111-20). The dutch roll damping has been improved considerably with the

oscillation decaying to. negligible values in one cycle. Figure 111-34

shows the effect on dutch roll damping, of adding the integration loop.

In Figure 111-35, the ability of the augaenter to reduce an out of trim

condition is shown. The out of trim condition was simulated by adding

a ramp voltage to the voltage representing the rudder deflection.

A cmpari of the curves in Figures I11-36 and 111-34 shows that
an increase in A' and of 25% (ith -. 228) improves

the dynamic response characteristics of the system for this particular

condition.

*The constants A ad shown on the oscillograph records corres-

pond to ,%.,. and Kr respectiver.
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Section 3

0
Computer traces for Condition IV are shown in Figures 111-37 through 111-41.

Again, it will be noted that system performance is improved when o av and

are increased by 25% (e.g. compare Figures 111-39 and 111-41). :1,
Figures 111-42 through III-51 show the computer traces for the other five

flight conditions, first for the original values of and A-,

and then with these quantities increased by 25%. As a result of these traces,

these gains were increased by 25% and are shown for this increase in Figue.

I1-52.

By inserting aileron pulses into the system it was determined experimen-

tallyv that a simple gain between aileron deflection and rudder deflection would

not provide good coordination. By means of a trial and error process, it was

found that a one second lag for all flight conditions, with gain varying with

flight condition mould provide good coordination for aileron turns. Figures

111-53 through 1--9 show the computer traces for all seven flight conditions.

The values for the aileron to rudder gain ) are given in Table 111-5

and plotted- in Figure I-60.
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I f1

1 85 1.33t' I
1' 2 140 .75

3 155 .65

4245 .33

5 310 .22

6 375 .18

7 880 .12

Table 111-5 Preliminary Estimates for .

The straight line approximation to the points plotted in Figure 111-60

corresponds to a curve.

The effects of backlash on systen stability were investigated by in-

serting various amounts of backlash between the controller actuator and the

output of the rudder surface actuator. By means of theseotests it was con-

eluded that 0.04 degrees of backlash would be unnoticeable to the pilot even

though a limit cycle condition exists*. Also the sideslip oscillation is well

within system requirements. The coMputer traces for .04 degree backlash are

shown for three flight conditions in Figures 111-61 through 111-63. Note i

*The pilots' sideforce threshold has been experimentally determined to be
-between the limits of 2 to 20 mg. Although the 2 mg limit is exceeded
slightly for one flight condition, it is a condition which exceeds the
level flight speed capabilities of the airplane and therepre will seldom

be used.
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that the amplification of the recording device has been increased

by a factor varying from 50 to i0 over'the previous figUres. It

will be noted that for this value of backlash 6Lmax ±2i2 mg

and/max -" ±.03 deg. Figure 111-64 shows the effect of .04,

I degree backlash plus .02 degree threshold between the controller

actuator and the surface actuator output. It will be noted that

• the limit cycle which exists for this condition is still well within

I the system requirements.

This concludes the analysis and synthesis phase. The results

of the study include the system block diagram with all parameters

chosen, except the gain from the pilot's trim knob to rudder deflection.

"The block diagram is shown in Figure 111-65.

Pilotrim tleron Dflection

Unt flctuator *lctuator

op

4 f mtr, .i- ";hlerop inpuft

'qur M- 65 Block Diaqram of Sideslip Stab htq lluqmenter
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The system control unit transfer functions as derived in the preceding

discussion are given by Equations (111-21 and (111-25).

ii.

where is given by Figure 111-20,

I QA',o %,ovr '" k"/v70

are given in Figure 111-52. Also,

0
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For aileron inputs the controller transfer function is

3

where

is given in Figure 111-60.III60

The transfer function for pilot trim inputs will be a constant, the

I gain to be selected later, but should be such as to provide full servo

011 actuator output for approximately full trim pot rotation.

The servo actuator and accelerometer transfer function were selected

previously and are given by Equations (II-10) and (111-6) respectively.

(d) SrSm TESTS

The remaining phases of the system design procedure which were con-
ducted for tLe sideslip stability augmenter consisted of open and closed

loop bench tests of the developmental model, airplane ground and flight

tests of the preproduction model, and airplane ground and flight tests of

the production system. The results of the above tests ,revealed no serious

discrepancies in the system configuration which was developed in the analysis

Jr ~and syntheois phase. n-5
t
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CHAPTER IV

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to present a discussion of several concepts

~which facilitate the design of automatic flight control systems. The ideas to

be considered are mostly of a non technical nature, however the degree of

success of an automatic flight control system depends to a large extent on

their application during the design procedure.

A discussion of systems engineering and the advantages of its application.

to the design of automatic flight control systems is presented in Section 2.

Section 3 describes the concept of functional mechanization, while some of

the problems associated with the phsical installation of the equipment in

the aircraft are discussed in Section 4.'

SECTION 2 - SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

The present stage of aeronautical development is one in which technological

advances in airframe design and similar increases in power plant capabilities

are forcing equally rapid developments in allied fields. One of these fields

in which rapid developments must of necessity be made is the field of the auto-

matic control of aircraft. Automatic control systems must be integrated in a

very special and exacting fashion into the over-all system. The intimate

relationship between all the various subsystems, which collectively constitute

the over-all system, is such that the design of each subsystem must be based

on the consideration of its effects on the operational characteristics of the

over-all system.

IV-l



In order to cope effectively with the problems involved, the concept of

systems engineering must direct the coordinated design effort necessary to

produce an operationally satisfactory high performance aircraft system.

Systems engineering concerns itself with establishing the general requirements

for constraining the complete system (consisting of both the controlled and

controlling elements or subsystems) to perform in a prescribed manner. The

over-all system under consideration here is a piloted aircraft. This, of

course, consists of subsystems which are alterable in varying degrees to the

control systems designer. Obviously, the human pilot is the primary un-

alterable subsystem. In addition, as mentioned previously, the basic airframe

which is to be controlled is relatively unalterable to the automatic flight

control system designer. It is his task to provide control devices which,

when operating in the complete system, will result in over-all system opera-

tion which meets the customer ts requirements.

The procedure discussed in Chapter III, Section 2 is based on the concept

of systems engineering. It will be recalled that the procedure begins with

the determination of the over-all system requirements. Based on the over-all

system requirements, subsystem requirements are derived, and then by means of

analysis and synthesis procedures, requirements are established for the in-

dividual. components which go to make up the subsystems. At the completion

of this process, the systems engineer gives consideration to the best method

for obtaining components which meet his derived requirements. Existing compo-

nents are used where no intolerable deterioration in system performance results,

IV-2



and new components are designed when necessary. This procedure results

in the complete integration of all the systems and components involved,

thus preventing duplication of equipment. In addition, since by the

very nature of his task the systems engineer establishes the require-

whcverrvyeopiu systems oerainw l srula euie-

ments for the individual components, he chooses or designs components

which will provide optimun system operation, while simultaneously en-

suring that the components used are no better than they need to be.

The application of the techniques of systems engineering to the

design of automatic flight control systems for piloted aircraft is in

its infancy. However, it is mandatory that its application be expanded

if future requirements for high performance aircraft are to be met.

Systems engineering has been somewhat retarded in the past due to the

reluctance of the veteran aircraft controls designer to place full con-

fidence in automatic flight control systems. This reluctance is somewhat

understandable, since the controls designer had been using the same tech-

niques successfully for years on airplanes of lesser performance, and in

addition, the systems man is treading on what had been the sacred domain

of the controls designer. However, future successful designs will result

only from the application of systems engineering which requires close

coordination between the designers of all the subsystems which go to make

up the piloted aircraft.

SECTION 3 - FUNCTIONAL MECHANIZATION

One of the problems which remain after the automatic controls designer

C) has completed his analysis and synthesis is that of obtaining reliable

IV-3



components to meet his derived requirements. Experience has shown that when new-

ly designed components are used, a large part of the total design time is often

spent in debugging these components. This is an expensive and time consuming

procedure which makes it very difficult to obtain reliable systems in time to

meet the production schedule for new airplanes. In fact, it is not unusual to

find the automatic controls designer still attempting to qualify his system

after a large portion of the production contract has been delivered to the cus-

tomer. The problem is becoming more and more acute because the rapid obsolescense

of new airplane designs is forcing airframe manufacturers to produce initial

flight articles with less and less delay between receipt of a contract and the

first flight. The configuration of these new airplanes are such that some

means of control in addition to pilot control is mandatory to obtain satisfactory

performance. In fact, the trend is toward the use of more automatic control equip-

ment.

At the present time each airframe manufacturer must independently undertake

the design of the necessary control equipment for his aircraft. 'Since new air-

frame dynamic characteristics are markedly different from those of existing air-

craft, the new control system requirements and resulting configuration are also

different from existing control systems. As a consequence the procuring agency

must Assume the development costs of a new flight controller for each airframe

model. Even then it is nearly impossible to complete a new development flight

controller in time to match the production schedule of a new airplane. Thus

the procuring agencies are burdened with great expense and still do not achieve

the desired results.

IV-4
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The use of the concept of functional mechanization greatly facilitates the

solution of the problem discussed above. As the name implies, functional

mechanization is a mechanization according to the function to be performed
rather than a grouping of components based solely on physical considerationS.

~The components are unifunctional and are grouped according to the over-all

system performance requirements. Each functional sub-assembly such as an
amplifier, modulator, matching circuit or power supply is designed as a

plug in type unit. Each one of these units undergoes a continual developmental

process so that the most current research advances are always reflected in

qualified, ready to use components. The components are designed so as to

provide the basis for a unified, integrated control system. The procedure

operates most efficiently if a limited number of fully developed components

are stocked as shelf items. To physically mechanize a controller for a new

system, the systems designer needs only to select the proper plug in units,

make the necessary couplings and interconnections, and install the complete

system for prototype tests. This procedure provides reliable, qualified

units at a minimum cost of time and money.

SECTION 4 - OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Although a limited amount of the discussion presented to this point

has dealt with physical considerations of the system and components of

automatic flight control systems, the bulk of the material has been con-

cerned with methods of obtaining a system which performs in accordance with

the detailed requirements. Little consideration has been given to the effects

of such factors as the following:

I /
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1. The requirements dealing with the physical installation of the equip-
ment in the aircraft

2. The environmental conditions to which the equipment will be subjected

3. Reliability requirements

4. Operation and maintenance requirements

Although their solutions may seem obvious, experience has shown these

problems to be more troublesome to the average flight controls designer than

the problems associated with analysis and synthesis. It is believed that these

problems cause trouble primarily because they are neglected. For this reason

the following disuussion does not attenpt to give detailed solutions to the prob-

lms,;,but only points out their existence.

The requirements dealing with the physical installation of the equipment

in the aircraft originate from considerations of the following:

1. Space availability

2. Access provisions

3. Effect of component installations on airframe center of gravity

4. local environments

Space availability considerations are quite obvious except for those cases

where it is Important that a component such as an actuator or an accelerometer

must be located at a specific point in the aircraft. In this case it behooves

one to survey the area of interest at a sufficiently early date to ensure the

required space will be available.

Iv-6
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Access provisions shou d be adequate to allow the system to be

easily adjusted when installed in the aircraft and to permit removal of

components for maintenance.

The characteristics of the local environment at various points in

the airframe should be surveyed very carefully before choosing locations

for component installations. Conditions of special importance are those

due to tibration, temperature, mechanical shock and acceleration. For

example, the operation of a motor or a pump may cause severe vibiitions

in a localized area which would damage certain of the components if they

were mounted nearby. Such a condition would require that the component

be shock mounted or moved to a more favorable location.

As mentioned previously the military services require that aeronautical

equipment be capable of satisfactory operation while being subjected or after

being subjected to certain environmental conditions. These requirements

are intended to ensure that the equipment will operate satisfactorily under

any environmental condition which is likely to be encountered. Conditions

for which specific requirements exist are operation while being subjected

to high and low temperatures, high htudity, high altitude, vibration and

acceleration. In addition, storing the equipnent in the presence of -fungus

or salt spray should not cause ,amage. Uniform test procedures for

establishing that the above requirements are met are given in Reference 19.

Components which have passed the tests of Reference 19 in a wanner acceptable

1 to the customer are called "qualified" components.

" IV-7
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Reliability considerations take on two aspects; first the equipment should

be designed to operate satisfactorily without overhaul for a reasonable period

of time and second, when the system fails it should "fail safe". A reasonable

period of time has been defined as 1000 hours for parts not containing vacuum

tubes and 500 hours for vacuum tube replacement. Fail safety considerations

require that malfunctions will not make the airplane uncontrollable or cause

maneuvers so violent that the airplane suffers btrubtizal dampggea Malfunctions

normally considered in this study are primarily electrical failures such as

tubes, open or short circuit or sticking relays, however hydraulic failures such

as value jamming etc., should be considered when applicable.

The problems which arise due to the fact that the equipment will be operated

and maintained by personnel not familiar with automatic control theory are often Q

neglected. It is extremely important that automatic flight control systems be

designed in a manner conducive to the application of simplified trouble shooting

techniques. It is sometimes helpful to include integral trouble shooting circuits

in the design of the components. If these are not used, it will probably be

mandatory that special test equipment be designed for use in maintaining the system.

_ " It has also been found helpful for the system designers to accompany the first

few production models into the field for the purpose of indotrinating military

personnel in system operation and maintenance.
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Some automatic flight control systems have been considered as un-

satisfactory because of neglect of the above problems, even though when

operating normally, the systems left little to be desired. Combinations

of several of the above problems can be especially troublesome. An

I iexample of such a combination occurred for a system in which one component

was mounted on a bulkhead beside an air compressor which generated vibrations

in excess of the amplitudes for which the automatic flight control equipment

was designed. The high level vibration caused rapid deterioration of the

potentiometers in the flight control component and this, coupled with the

fact that the system was difficult to trouble shoot resulted in the system

being inoperative in a large percentage of the airplanes which had been

delivered to the customer. The solution to such a problem is# of course,

obvious once all the contributing factors have been established. In this

particular example, however, several months of intensive investigation were

required to determine the factors which caused the problem.

it
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APPENDIX

EQUATIONS OF THE GYROSCOPE

The development which follows is divided into four sections. The

first section presents the derivation of the .law of the gyro element.

The last three sections develop the equations for gyro pickoff indications,

including the effects of geometrical cross coupling for the; rate, vertical

and directional gyros.

(a) LAW OF THE GYRO EL T ,N

This development has been made somewhat non-rigorous in the belief

that the average flight controls engineer is more interested in what the

gyro measures than he is in a rigorous explanation of ar behavior.

The reader interested in a rigorous derivation of the law is referred

to heference 26.

Newtonts second law states that an applied force acting on a particle

will produce a rate of change of linear momentum which is equal to the

applied force. In equation form

For a rigid body is a constant, so

, A-l
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where the acceleration is referred to inertial space. Although as stated,

Newton's second law applies only for a particle, the law also applies for

a rigid body, if the force is applied at the center of gravity.

When modified to apply for rotation of a rigid body, Newton's second

law states that the torque applied about the center of gravity of a rigid

body will produce a rate of change of angular momentum which is equal to

the applied torque. Then

*i ('A,-3) 7-= s1

wheie

Since I is constant for a rigid body, Equation (A-3) can be written as

It is impractical to proceed further without specifying the axes about

which the torque is applied and about which I , c , and hl are measured.

This is most easily accomplished by introducing some elementary forms of

vector notation.* Referring to Figure A-1,. the unit vector 'W is

hea reder ufa iliar with elumentary vector manipulation is referred to
Reference 26.
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J

- defined as having the varying direction of the gyro .spin axis, but the

' ( constant magnitude of unity.* The unit vector ZLis perpendicular

to and in the plane defined by Ia and the torque vector. It

will be convenient to utilize the derivative of the unit vector. This

is illustrated in Figure A-2, where the notation..Z--) denotes the position/

of -Z at time 4 and oi..t) the position at time #, nP . Since

the magitude of the unit vector is unity, the "relatignship between

And. J can be e x p ress- u A.:

and

K..C) c.k,

figure A'I Vector Not t on for Gqro Element
I *Vector quantities are indicated by placing a bar over the appropriate

u~i:,bol.
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Thus the magnitude of the time derivative of the uni vector equals its rate

of turning, or its angular velocity. The direct on of the derivative is the

direction in which the tip of the unit vqqtir moves. In vector notation the

angular velocity is given by the vector qq*es product

fiqure A-2 Derivative of a&Unt Vector

X Q

Since for a practical gyro, the rotor is spinning so rapidly about its

.spin axis that its angular momentum about any other axis is negligible, the

gyro angular momentum can be expressed by

where is measured about the spin axis. In terms of the unit vector

notation, Equation (A-9) can be written as

A:

<A-.4 = !
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Substituting Equation (A-10) into (A-3) results in

The rate of change of the spin vector a) i can be resolved into

components as follows

Also the torque vector can be resolved into components along axes parallel

and perpendicular to * Then

Where the subscript iw0 means "perpendicular to O . Substituting

Equations (A-12) and (A-13) into Equation (A-11) gives

S /
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Since it was shown above that the direction of the time rate of change of

a unit vector is perpendicular to the unit vector, then c.w

can have no component along . Therefore, Equation (A-14) can be written

as two equations as shown by Equations (A-15) and (A-16).

T" L

1A-6) 7- j4

i it

For a flight control application W5 is so large (greater than 20,000 rpm) ()
that any change due to torque input is negligible. Then Equation (A-15) can

be neglected. Equation (A-16) gives the response of the gyro element to a

torque applied about an axis perpendicular to the spin vector. It is seen

that the response consists of a rotation of the spin vector in a direction

such that the tip of the spin vector moves parallel to the torque vector.

This rotation is called precession. By Equation (A-8), the rate of procession,

6-01 , is given by

A-6
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Equation (A-17) shows the direction Of the /p vector to be perpendicular

to the plane containing the spin vector and the d '1w Vector (and there-

fore the torque vector) with its positive sense determined from the, right,

band rule by rotating . into __s .

The irverse of this equation is

C* ,Substituting Equationv (A-i8) into (A-16) gives

By utilizing Equation (A-9), Equation (A-19) can be written as

(I

In scalar form Equation (A-20) can be written as
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with the qualification that , W., and // are positive in the

directions given by Equations (A-9), (A-17), and (A-20). It should be noted

that the law of the gyro element is reversible, in that either the precession

velocity or the torque may be considered as input or as output.

(b) RATE GYRO INDICATIONS

As discussed in Chapter II, Section 5, the rate gyro has only one degree

of freedom. Its input is considered to be precessional velocity, the output

being torque which is restrained by some means such as a spring. Rate yro

indications are subject to internal cross coupling errors which arise from the

displacement of the gyro element when the gyro is indicating an input rate. The

displacement of the gyro element for this condition is shown in Figure A-3;.

The input reference axis can be considered as the position of the input axis

corresponding to zero input rate. The spin reference axis is the position of C
the spin vector for the same condition. It will be noted that when the gyro

is indicating an input angular velocity, the actual input axis is displaced

from the reference input axis. The gyro element under this condition responds

in accordance with Equation (A-21) to only that component of the input angular

velocity vector which lies along the displaced input axis. This component i's

obviously c co., , where is the input angular velocity of

the gyro case about the input reference axis and # is the deflection of

the gimbal from the zero position. In addition,, when the gimbal is displaced,

the gyro element will respond to a coponent of an angular velocity input about

the spin reference axis. This thponent is is. 4 where d,

A-8 /



(Qj s the angular velocity of the case about the spin reference axis. Then

the total angular rate about the displaced input a.xis is gi'ven by,

ICIO

0figure A-3 'Rate Gyro Relationships
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To determine the effects of rate gyro internal cross coupling, assune

a yaw rate gyro to be mounted in an airframe with its input reference axis

1?aligned with the airframe Z axis and its spin reference axis at some arbitrary

angle t to the airframe X-axis as shown in Figure A-4.

' I

. . . . . i

iPx(rfrome)

I

r2L

SFi qure A-4 Yaw Rde Gqjro, rbifrarqj Orientoaflon

A 0

. .. -- ""- " i i i i } i . .. i -ii ... ..... l.0 1.
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If the airframe is assumed to have rolling and pitching velocities

and y , the components of these velocities about the spin reference axis

are given by

If it is now assumed that the gyro is indicating an input angular rate,

the total velocity about the displaced input axis is found by substituting

* Equation (A-23) into (A-22.) (or by direct resolution from. Figure A-4) to

I, be

;I

(C9-e4 C-5

Where the subscript, & denotes yaw rate gyro. The plus or minus sign

is used before the bracket because this sign depends on the direction in

which the gyro input axis is deflected for a positive yaw rate, which in

turn depends on the direction of spin. The minus sign has been assumed

in Figure A-4 .

The indication of a rate gyro is normally obtained by measuring the

angle 4 In terms of 6. ,. is given by

A-il
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where is the restraining spring constant. In terms of Equation (A,24), 0

where the subscript r denotes yaw rate gyro, as above.

Tt is seen that a yaw rate gyro oriented as shown in Figure A-4 does not measure

pure yaw rate, but yaw rate plus functions of roll and pitch rates and the angle

7 . Since roll rates can be much larger than yaw rate, it is desirable to

eliminate the internally cross coupled roll rate component. This can be

accomplished by maing '7 900. Then Equation (A-26) becomes

In practice, e is adjusted such that is kept sall, usually less than

5 degrees. Then to a good approximation,

Substituting Equation (A-28) into Equation (A-27) results in

A-12
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for the condition in which the spin reference axis is aligned with the

i ,airframe Y-axis,

In a similar manner, the indication of a pitch rate gyro oriented

to couple yaw rate into pitch rate is given by

/

wh e reth

where the subscript .denotes pitch rate gyro. For Equation (A-30) the

gyro is oriented with its input reference axis aligned with the airframe

Y-axis and its spin reference axis along the airframe Z-axis. For a

roll rate gyro oriented to couple yaw into roll, the gyro indication is

given by

In this case the gyro input reference axis would be aligned with the

airframe X-axis and the spin reference axis with the airframe Z-axis.

Equations (A-29), (A-30), and (A-31) give the rate gyro pick off

indications for the orientations assumed including the effect of in-

ternal geometrical cross coupling. Other gyro orientations would

result in different coupling terms, however, the orientations chosen

0

A. -
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here usually provide minium coupling effects since the relative maximu mag-

nitude of the airframe angular rates are usually in the order of -, >>} or this reason it is desirable to eliminate roll coupling wherever possible. '

Since the cross coupling term for each of the aboVe cases is directly

proportional to gimbal displacement, it.'is obvious that this effect i reducedj

when the gimbal angle is kept small.

An effect which must be considered when conducting flight control simula-

tion studies arises when the axes to which the airframe equations are referenced

do not coincide with the input reference axes of the rate gyros. This condition

is illustrated in Figure A-5 in which it is assumed that three rate gyros are

installed with iiput reference axes aligned with the airframe body axes and that

the airframe equations are referred to stability axes. Only the plane of symmetry 0

is shown, since ta'e Y-body and stability axes coincide.

ff

figure Al Rolufion ofStabtilit &0~ 0017804 tlo9 5d Iit
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IFrom Figure A-5, the angular velocities about the body axes in terms of

the angular velocities about the stability axes are given by Equations

(A-32).

4 I (~~3I)

When o . is snall, then cos o' I I and sin . Utilizing this

approximation, Equations (A-32) are reduced to

Equations (A-33) express what is soaetimes called external cross coupling,

* Ihowever it should be remembered that these coupling terms arise only be-

'cause one chooses to compute angular rates with respect to a set of axes

different from those along which the gyros are oriented.

A-15
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Substituting Equations (A-33) into Equations (A-29). (A-30), and (A-31)

results in

p- - /

where SP *etc. Neglecting the products oc,4 and

and solving for A gives the following set of equations,

rIr

K. 4-35) 1 1  EC
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Equations (A-35) give rate gyro gimbal deflections in terms of

angular velocities about a set of axes displaced from the gyro input

reference axes by the angle o/- , as shown in Figure A-5 for the parti-

cular spin reference axes orientations considered. The effects of internal

geometrical cross coupling are included.

(c) VERTICAL GYRO INDICATIONS*

A physical description of the vertical gyro is given in Section 5a

of Chapter II of this report. It will be recalled that the vertical gyro

has two degrees of freedom and that the spin axis is maintained parallel

to the average airframe net acceleration vector by means of an erection

mechanism which operates very slowly. Since most .aircraft spend a large

Cpercentage of their time in level, unaccelerated flight, the average net

acceleration vector corresponds quite closely to the gravity vector.

In this development it is assumed that the gyro spin axis coincides

exactly with the gravity vector. The problem of determining vertical

gyro indications then resolves itself into that of expressing the geo-

metrical relationships between the inner and outer gimbals, and between

the outer gimbal and the airframe in terms of useful airframe quantities.

In this section these relationships are first expressed in terms of the

airframe attitude (Euler) angles. The relationships are then linearized

and the pickoff indications are expressed for mali perturbations in terms

of the steady state attitude angles and the perturbed airframe angular

velocities and 7".

*The bulk of the material presented in this section is taken from Reference
29,0 and is used here with the permission of the authors.

A-17
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* The development which follows is greatly simplified through the use of

I some elementary forms of vector analysis. The few relationships which are used

are stated below. For the reader interested in their derivation, Reference 26

presents a good review of the subject.

, j , and - are unit vectors directed along the airrane

x, y and z body axes respectively (Figure A-$)

, and 4 are unit vectors directed along the 'ro rotor

u, v and w axes respectively (Figure A-8)

.4. is the dot product of the vectors A and-B. It ir a scalar

quantity whose magnitude is the product of A and B and the

cosine of the angle between the vectors.

4 is the cross product of the vectors A and B. This operation )
yields a vector quantity whose magnitude is equal to the product

of A and B and the sine of the angle between the vectors. The

direction of the cross product is perpendicular to the plane

containing A and B, with its positive sense determined by the

direction in which a right hand screw would move when rotated

in the direction of A into B through an angle less than 180.

degrees.

I X"
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As is evident from Figure A-6, the outer gimbal bearing axis of a vertical1

'gyro is directed along a fixed line in the aircraft. If the outer gimbal axis

is directed more or less along the flight path (an 5 axis of the airframe) the

gyro pickups measure different quantities than those measured if the gyro case f
is turned 90 degrees to orient the outer gimbal bearing axis along the Y axis

of the airframe. Therefore, gyro pickoff indications must be derived for two

cases:

Case I - the outer gimbal bearing axis is oriented along an airplane
xt-axis.

" Case II- the outer gimbal bearing axis. is oriented along an airplane
-axi s.

In both cases, the spin axes of t e gyro rotor is parallel to the gravity

vector.

The relationships between the gravity vector and the airframe axes 5,

and I are illustrated in Figure A-7.

A-20
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f tqure A(T Gyro Vector 1ldfiaonships

Fromn Figure A-7,. it is seen that a uit vecto r ly*I~ing along th.a

gravity vector can be expressed as

.9,Y -twaly-4C w- -

The definitions of the angles & and are the same as used -Ln Figure

11-2 In Chapter II.

A -21



The orientation of the airframe. body axes (X,y,Z) with -respect to the gyro

rotor axesq (u,v,w) for Case 1 is shown -in Figure A-68.

Measured Pitch flnqlf

4XI W

Roll t1nqle

fiqure A-8 Verticalt Gyo Elxi Orientation, Coe 1
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C)From Figure A4 the following relationships can be written.

Where is the angle of the outer gimbal with respect to the

airframe. Also

where is the angle of the inner gimbal with respect to the outer

gimbal. A third relationship can be written by virtue of gyro construction.

which merely states that the inner gimbal bearing axis is at all times per-

pendicular to the plane containing the outer gimbal bearing axis and the

rotor spin vector. Comparison of Figures A-? and A4 reveals a fourth

relationship.

( 40) -

A-23
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If Equation (A-39) is substituted into Equation (A-37), the result is

The numerator of Equation (A-41) can be expressed as

Equation (A-42) .can be written as

Substituting Equation (A-43) into Equation (A-42) results in U

To deternine the magnitude , the following expression is used

the magnitude of Equation (A-45) is

9 -4,4).,)

- .,A-24
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If Equation (A-41) is. now expressed in terms of Equations (A44) and (A46),

the result is

'-4,7) co.5 C03 (5 CO.0f

or

To determine the expression for the angle of the inner gimbal with

respect to the outer gimbal Equation (A-38) can be expressed as,

(,,9- J co5I' = +, o , - i xb, xz)

by virtue of Equation (i-39).

By means of vector manipulation, the quantity in brackets in the numerator

of Equation (A-49) can be simplified as follows:

le
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Substituting Equation (A-36) into the right hand side of Equation (A-50)

results in

'The magnitude ofEquation (A-51) is

(,4A-52)

The numerator of Equation (A-49) can now be expressed in tems of the Euler

angles as the dot product of Equations (A-36) and (A-51). The result is

( 55) X (i- X 47J_= 0

Substituting Equations (A-52) and (A-53) into Equation (A-49) results, in

then

iii
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In sumaiy, the gyro pickof indications for a vertical gyro oriented

with its outer gimbal bearing axis aligned with the airframe X-axis and

with the gyro rotor spin axis aligned with the gra4ity vector are given in

Equations (A-48) and (A-55). These results apply for. any combination of

Sand I except for the condition of gimbal lock wherein the gyro

rotor spin axis is aligned with the outer gimbal bearing axis. For Case'

I, this corresponds to = ±90 . To prevent this occurence, most

vertical gyros are constructed with built in stops which prevent inner

gimba" t -es ( , from exceeding approximately *85°

The orientation of the airframe body axes and the gyro rotor axes for

Case II is shown in Figure A-9.

J --- Measured, Poll ingle

3low

-am Measurd
b Pich tlnjle

o _ \

figure A-9 Vertical Gqro E'xis Orientation, Case E.
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From Figure A-9, the following relationships can be written

Co's9

A third relationship can be written by virtue of gyro construction.

Substituting Equation (A-58) into Equation (A-56) gives

I. -2

A-28
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which can be rearranged to give

(V'f -- o-

The denainator of Equation (A-60) is evaluated by substituting the

expression given for " in Equation (A-36) and performing the

indicated operation. The result is

,

A4

A: ;r
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which is equivalent to

Utilizing Equations (A-36) and (A-62), the numerator of Equation (A-60) is

given by

fl

When Equations (A-62) and (A-63) are combined, the result is

which can be reduced to

To determine the outer gimbal pickoff indication, Equation .(A-58) is

substituted into Equation (A-37). The result is

i K Xr
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The nxunerator of Equation (A-6)- can be written as

Substituting Equation (A-36) for )9 gives

6 4- ) 5 -C0,5

Substituting for ? in the denominator of Equation (A-66) gives

" <0
which can be written as

6 9-7c j/X2j CO5~&cs

When Equations (A-60) and (A-70) are substituted into Equation (A-66),

the result is

@ C, 0,
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Equation (A-71) can be rearranged as shown in Equation (A-72)

('cod Co5'js l/

Equations (A:65) and (A-72) give the gyro pickoff indications for Case II

in terms of the Euler angles ) and $ • It will be noted that cross coupling

effects exist for this gyro orientation, in that both gyro pickoff indications

are functions of both 4 and * For this reason, vertical gyros are nor-

mally oriented with the outer gimbal bearing axis aligned with the airframe

X-axis.

Again, as for Case I, the results are applicable for any combination of (
and , except for the condition of gimbal lock. For the gyro oriented

as in Case 11p gimbal lock corresponds to * 900"

To utilize these results in an autopilot simulator, or analog computer

study, the Euler angles 0 and f must be computed. These angles were

given in terms of the aircraft angular rates P ) and as Equations

(I-134) in Chapter II which are repeated below.

.o. x -,

A-32
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The third Equation in (A-73) can be ignored unless it is desired to solve

for Equations (A-7") can be used in conjimction with either
Equations (A-48) and (A-55) or (A-65) and (A-72) to compute vertical gyro

pickoff indications, in terms of the airframe angular velocities.

The gyro pickoff equations presented above would normally be used in

conjunction with the complete, six degree of freedom airframe equations

which were derived in Chapter II* When used with the airframe perturba-

tion equations, the gyro pickoff equations can be linearized. Linearization

is only necessary for Case II, since for Case I, gyro pickoff indications

are linear even for large angles. For the linear equations, airframe motion

is considered as the result of disturbing the airframe from some steady

flight condition. Linearization is accomplished by utilizing Assumption 6

of Chapter II which states that all airframe motions from the steady flight

condition are assumed small enough so that products and squares of the dis-

turbance angles can be neglected, and their sines are equal to the angles

themselves and their cosines are equal to unity.

Thus for Case I,

C)9
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where the 0 subscript indicates steady flight value of the variable and the

lower case letters indicate disturbances from the steady flight values. Also

for Case I

For Case II, if the relationships

are utilized, Equation A-65 becomes

which can be written as

A-34
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Since the ,changes from the steady flight condition will be considered

small, the following approximations are made

Ca 16,C,5( .

Utilizing Equations (A-79)., (A-78) can be reduced to

If Equation (A-0) is solved for the angle A the result is (neglecting

C the product o'9 ,and recalling that sin o Cos sin

/4,wy - cos scn64-8/) ______,_/,j 4}

If for the steady flight condition chosen, = ) , Equation (A--81)

in reduced to

69)

0
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Thus for 0 the angle is a direct indication of perturbed roll

.1 angle, when the gyro is oriented as in Case II.

The linearized expression for the outer gimbal pickoff indication for i

Case II is developed as follows. Utilizing the approxinations of Equation

(A-79) in addition to

Equation, (A-7) can be written as

By means of a rather lengthy but straightforward trigonametric manipulation,

Eqation (A-") cma e reduced to

Although Equation (A-5) ,appears omplicated, it is not difficult to mechanize

since all the quantities with zero subscript are meustant for a given problem.

A
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If the steady flight condition is chosen such that = -

Equation (A-85) ceduces to

To linearize Equations (A-73), their inverse equations are utilized.

These are given as

P = f- &/ &

6 - C9= T osZ,*7-,,,fCos e

SI

To linearize Equations (A-8), it is assumed that

- ) == =

* ,' Then Equations (A-7) can be written as

,. - S W ,'rcsCO v.z
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where, as before, the zero subscript indicates steady flight value and the

lower case letters indicate deviations therefrom. Equations (A-89) can be

substituted into the linearized gyro pickoff equations to obtain gyro pick-

off indications in terts of aircraft angular rates. For Case I,

and

To utilize Equations (A-90) and (A-91) it is necessary to compute This

is obtained by simultaneous solution of Equations (A1-89) as

If for the steady flight condition , , Equatiom (A-92) be..ues

~6q

Cos5
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and Equations (A-90) and (A-91) can be written as

Utilizzqg, Equatihs (A49) the linearized gr pickoff equations

for Case II are obtained. Equation (A-0l) becomes

COY - e5

Cos4A

and Equation (A-85) becomes

Al

i-I_A
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where, as before, is given by Equation (A-92)." Again, considerable

simplification is effected if the steady flight condition is chosen such

that . Equations (A-96) and (A-97) for this condition become V

00' 7,W 
:'

Cos 1A

and 
I

The relationships for vertical ro picoff indications as derived

in this section are suiarized in Table A-i.

Table A-1 - Vertical Gyro Pickoff Equations

Case (outer gimbal axis aligned with airframe I-axis)

.1"L, 69-18)_-

Case II (outer gimbal axis aligned with airframe I-axis)

: (
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Table A-i.. (continued4)

(~.7,e) ~~A 4  
-_______

*CO t( COSYA,1* W P

-Case I

e9-4. )

Case II

6 Al

CFO.,/ I,
CC5 1 0zqcs
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K Table A-i (continued) ()
K inearized Eauations for~

Case n

ULnearized Equations in tem, of the Air-rame AzaMa Rates

Case I

1'2

6' C L.W.
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Table A-i (COontilusd)

where

II
<Ih

.24 COZCCOS

CO) 6 /w

iti.
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Table A-I (continued) o e aa

Linearized equations in tems of the airframe anAular rates for i O 0

Case I

64 9'X5) 4/ 7A-

Case II

Cos'

(d) DIRECTIONAL GYRO INDICATIONS

As indicated in Chapter II, the directional gyro has two degrees of

freedom and is oriented with the outer gimbal axis along the airframe Z

axis. The gyro rotor spin axis is norually slaved to magnetic north and

is maintained in a horizontal plane by an erection mechanism which is

slaved to the airframe net acceleration vector. In actual practice the

directional gyro only provides correct yaw indications when the outer

A-44



gimbal axis is vertical. Therefore, errors are introduced whenever

yawing occurs in the presence of any combination of pitch or roll

In this subsection, the directional gyro pickoff indication is

derived in terms of the airframe attitude angles , ( ,and

The resulting expression is then linearized and written in terms of

small perturbations about some initial flight condition.

The directional gyro pickoff indication is given by the angular

rotation of the outer gimbal with respect to the airframe. Since the

inner gimbal bearing axis is rigidly attached to the outer gimbal, it

lis convenient to measure the directional gyro pickoff indication as

the angle between the inner gimbal bearing axis and some reference

axis attached to the airframe. For this development it is somewhat

arbitrarily assuied that the gyro rotor spin axis orientation for zero

pickoff indication is in the plane of symmetry. This assumption simpli-

fies the development which follows, although it in no way reduces its

*generality. For the chosen zero position of the gyro rotor spin axis,

the inner gimbal bearing axis lies along the airframe Y-axis and it

is therefore convenient to designate the angle between the inner gimbal

bearing axis and the airframe Y-axis as the gyro pickoff indication.

This arrangement is shown in Figure A-O.0,

A-45
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igure MIO Directional GyrO AnIs Orientation 0

In Figure A-:1.,the vector representing, the inner gimbal bearing axis .s locatd

by recalling that the inner gimbal bearing axis is at all times perpendicular

(j to the plane containing the gyro rotor spin aiis and the outer gimbal bearing

axis. Then the vector representVing direction of the inner gimbal bearing ais

is given by the vector cross product / (1 From Figure A-l9,

0,-
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Equation (A-O0) wil now be expanded in terms of the airframe attitude

angles , , and " To accomplish this, the components of the

unit vector . along the airframe axes must first be expressed in texis

of the angles and This is accomplished through the Use

* of Figure (A-11)., in which the gyro rotor axes u and v lie in a

.hoizontal plane,, the w axis coincides-with the gravity vector, and the

' ~X-axis indicates the position of the airframe, x-axisi.

0 A_
Itj

,,v

T qure A. 11 Dirgctlonol Gyro txs Orentabion
A-47,
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In Figure A-11, the unit vector X describing the projectiof. of the air '

frame X-axis on the horizontal plane is given by4- n9 1//

Utilizing Equations (A-36) and (A-40), Equation (A-101) can be expanded to obtain

The projection of the unit vector on the airframe axes is given by

Then

IVIc', . z :o 4= 4 -v & s"-v 14 & c s =F

Also

5= 0 -I Cos & -VY ,g sCOj cos .0
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One additional expression is required

Utilizing Equations (k-36), (A-40), and (AI02), Equatiwn (A-106) can be

j. expanded to obtain

I .

SI/N (9 Co5sf.ca W 'os -vf

5"y (P -/"Vj- -S( c051 Cos 51NHK
By addition, Equations (A-107) can be combined to form a single equation

.I
(slq 100-os1oye9

= $/A,/ ~ <45 cv /W
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The components of the unit vector '/ can now be obtained by simultaneous

solution of Equations (A-104), (A-105), and (A-lOS). The result is:

which in vector form becomes

~~~~~. -Y~ ~ ICos.~ Cos (s4f dv £*cF/A )

Equation (A-l) can now be used to expand Equation (A-OO).

To expand the numerator of Equation (A-100) the operation indicated by the

vector cross product LZ is first performed. Then

A-5
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0 o

Upon expansion, Equation (k-111) becomes

-E) Cos (i9//)

The nunerator of Equation (A-100) then become.

* The denoodinator of Equation (A-100.) in given by the absolute value of

Equation (A-112). Then

A-51
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. o

( C15 C05

\0
• ".Utilizing Equationsa (A-113)Arid' (A-114) Equation (A-100) can be.ezpresfoe as, i

,~~~~C' Co (0o . .... g.

Equation (A-li5) gives the cosine of the directional gyro pickoff angle in terms

of the airframe attitude angles ,and . Equation (A-115) is

probab17 too complex to mechanize on an analog computer# It is valuable however.

in giving an insight into the type and magnitude of the gimbal errors which exist

in directional gyro pickoff indications. To visualize these errors, it is help-

ful to note the directional gyro pickoff indications for various combinations of

airframe attitude angles. Pickoff indications as obtained from Equation (A-115)

for several combinations are smiarized in Table A-2.

-I
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Desired, Heading Actual Heading
Actual Attitude Indication Indication

- ~I COS A Ca CS

=K 1OSA TC9T ,'iOIi

h±°i-co, =os

ii

0

0 4 676 /9

Table A-2 Directional Gyro Pickoff Indications

It will be noted that correct indications are obtained when ff ±90,

when I0,we = 0, and of course, wvhen j 0

- . Errors are introduced for all other combinations of attitude angles.

Equations (A-315) can be linearized by the same method used in con-

junction with the vertical gyro equations. The resulting linear equation

' A-'53
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can be used in conjunction with the airframe perturbation equations to study

the motion of an airframe under autopilot control for small disturbances from

sane initial attitude. It will be recalled that linearization is accomplished'

by assuming that airframe disturbances from the initial attitude are small

enough that the cosines of the disturbance angles can be set equal to unity,

sines of the angles are equal to the angles themselves, and products of the,

angles can be neglected.

The linear equation is derived by making the following substitutions in

Equation (A.11).

S07

where, as before, the zero subscript designates the initial value and the lower

case letters indicate deviations therefrom. When the indicated substitutions 4

are made in Equation (A-ll)' and the equation, is expanded and solved for. (7
the result is -.

.100
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where

COS ?- 4-z/-/~ CW 5115/V9 &11V COs

-74 S/V~ 51w/~6 Cos &O5 Ca

DO e C Sd C A 9W-if/A9. SIN r V*

S..;/-v Co's - (5/ 2 Z z)

,PO':' S1o.Lr '45, ,h S*

_ 0,

f."

' t i "

It will be noted that Equation (A-l17) is linear.

As shown, Equation (A-1I7) gives the perturbed indication of a

directional gyr for an arbitrary initial airframe attitude. Considerable

simplification is effected for certain specific initial attitudes. These.

,- are sumwited in Table A-3.
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Attitude Angles 4Oy

Il

A-56V~Q0 Cos.

* oT oJ4/J . C S C r •./A ))11

r r Cos

(o C OF /#r( A i & - c o J )

7~Az& sw 2N )7'""4

IITable A-3 Linearized Directional Gyrm Pquations
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